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RÉSUMÉ 
L'intégration de la production éolienne dans les réseaux électriques comporte 
d ' importants défis reliés à la variabilité du vent. Afin de garantir la fiabilité du réseau, 
il faut se doter de réserves de puissance pouvant pallier les effets des variations de 
cetty ressource. Pour des échéances allant jusqu'à 24 h, une connaissance précise de 
la production à venir (basée sur la prévision du vent et des paramètres 
météorologiques connexes) permet de limiter ces réserves au strict minimum, 
maximisant ainsi la valeur de la ressource éolienne. Les prévisions météorologiques 
de courte échéance sont imprécises et une partie de l'erreur peut être attribuée aux 
conditions initiales fournies par les analyses. Malgré la disponibilité d'observations de 
vent de surface au-dessus des continents, peu d'entre elles sont utilisées dans la 
production d'analyses en raison des interactions entre la topographie locale et 
l' écoulement à fine échelle non-résolu par les modèles météorologiques. La disparité 
d'échelles entre les observations et le modèle cause des erreurs de représentativité qui 
peuvent devenir significatives, particulièrement en terrain complexe. 
L'objectif principal de ce projet est d ' améliorer les prévisions troposphériques de 
courte échéance en assimilant les observations de vents continentaux dans le système 
d ' assimilation de données ensembliste-variationnel d'Environnement Canada. Un 
nouvel opérateur d ' observation basé sur les géo-statistiques (GMOS) a été développé 
dans le but de corriger les erreurs systématiques et de représentativité. Cet opérateur 
combine une méthode de correction statistique à une méthodologie utilisant plusieurs 
points de grille afin de prendre avantage des corrélations multi-échelles. GMOS est 
comparée à un opérateur conventionnel basé sur une interpolation bilinéaire (Bilin) 
dans le contexte d'analyses et de prévisions opérationnelles. 
Des expériences d ' assimilation ont été effectuées en assimilant les observations de 
vents de surface uniquement pour les stations où un radiosondage est également 
disponible. Ces expériences avaient pour but de comprendre l' impact de ces 
observations sur les analyses météorologiques et ainsi repérer les composantes du 
système d ' assimilation nécessitant des améliorations afin de profiter du plein 
potentiel de ces observations. Les corrections apportées ont été systématiquement 
évaluées en comparant les analyses résultantes aux observations des radiosondages. 
Ces observations indépendantes n'étaient pas utilisées dans l' assimilation . Cette 
méthode de validation a permis d' estimer la variance d ' erreur d ' observation qui 
maximise l' impact des observations de vent de surface tout en générant une analyse 
XIV. 
cohérente avec les observations de radiosondages. Les résultats des expériences 
d ' assimilation (sur une période d ' un mois) montrent qu'à cause de la structure 
verticale des covariances d'erreur de prévision, l' assimilation des vents de surface 
impacte principalement les basses couches de l' atmosphère. En sélectionnant 
statistiquement les points de gri lle du modèle qui sont les plus corrélés aux 
observations, GMOS permet de mieux représenter les phénomènes météorologiques 
in situ, ce qui élimine les biais, réduit les erreurs de représentativité et les corrélations 
d ' erreurs d ' observation. 
Des résultats sont aussi présentés pour des expériences d ' assimi lation non cyclées 
utilisant cette fois les vents de surface de toutes les stations synoptiques globales 
(SYNOP). La vérification des analyses et des prévisions 48 h à l' aide d ' observations 
de surface démontre que l' utilisation de GMOS permet d ' améliorer les prévisions de 
vent locales. L ' impact diminue rapidement et n'est valide que pour des échéances 
al lant jusqu ' à 6 h en raison de l'utilisation des statistiques d ' erreur de prévision 
homogènes. Ces statistiques d'erreur génèrent des incréments d ' analyse altérant 
principalement les vents et les paramétrages reliés au blocage orographique et à la 
couche limite atmosphérique atténuent l' incrément d ' analyse. Toutefo is, les 
stat istiques d'erreurs dynamiques provenant de méthodes ensemb li stes permettent 
une meilleure propagation de l' information à la verticale puisqu ' el les varient en 
fonct ion de la stab ilité atmosphérique. E lles conduisent aussi à des incréments mieux 
balancés à cause des corrélations plus accentuées entre les champs de vent et de 
masse. L ' incrément peut alors se propager dans le temps : le gradient de pression 
généré supporte 1 ~ incrément de vent et contreba lance les forces diffusives des 
paramétrages du modèle. Les statistiques d ' erreur de prévisions sont déterminantes 
pour la propagation de l' informat ion dans les systèmes d' ass imilation et de prévision. 
En assim ilant conjointement les observations de vent et de pression de surface, 
GMOS permet de réduire le biais des prévisions de vent jusqu ' à 48 h. Les résultats de 
ces expériences suggèrent que la complémentarité entre les observations de vent et de 
masse, des statistiques d ' erreur de prévisions dynamiques et l' opérateur GMOS sont 
des composantes essentielles à l' utilisation des vents de surface pour l'amé li oration 
des conditions initiales des modèles de prévision numérique. 
Enfin, les résultats d ' expériences cyclées avec le système d ' Environnement Canada 
utilisant toutes les observations assimilées opérationnellement, auxquelles on ajoute 
les observations de vents de surface, indiquent que les incréments générés par Bilin 
sont atténués par le système alors que ceux générés par GMOS persistent plus 
longtemps puisqu ' ils sont mieux balancés. Ainsi , les prévisions issues des 
expériences employant GMOS (Bi! in) sont plus (moins) cohérentes avec les analyses 
que les prévisions issues de l' expérience de contrô le n' assimilant pas les vents de 
surface au-dessus des continents. 
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Mots-clés: stattsttques d ' erreur d 'observati on et de prév ision, paramétrages de la 
couche limite atmosphérique, énergie éo lienne, assimilation de données de surface , 
- analyse météoro logique, prév is ion numérique du temps, va lidati on contre analyses et 
observati ons, erreur de représentati vité, opérateur d ' observation, vents de surface. 
ABSTRACT 
The ability to predict hourly near-surface winds up to 24 h in the future plays a key 
rote in the integration of wind power in the energy production of electrical facilities. 
Improvement in the accuracy of wind power predictions is essential in the overall 
energy management of a network comprising different energy sources and increases 
the value of wind energy. From numerical weather prediction assessments, large 
forecast errors appear to grow from an inadequate characterisation of the atmosphere 
in the initial conditions, defined by large-scale analyses, used by a numerical weather 
prediction (NWP) madel. Although many observations describing the wind field in 
the lower troposphere are available, very few are assimilated over land because the 
sub-grid scale topographie interactions with the flow cannot entirely be reproduced 
by NWP models . Th us , representativeness errors can be significant, especially if the 
observing station is located on complex terrain or a coastal site. 
This study aims at improving short-term tropospheric forecasts by assimilating near-
surface wind observations over land in Environment Canada's ensemble-variational 
data assimilation system . A new geo-statistical observation operator (GMOS) has 
been developed to correct for systematic and representativeness errors. This method 
combines a statistical error correction with a multiple grid-point approach to correct 
representativeness error by taking advantage of the correlation between resolved and 
unresolved scales. lt is tested and compared with the conventional bilinear 
interpolation scheme (Bilin) in the context of an operational NWP forecasting and 
assimilation suite. 
Assimilation experiments are first performed in a simplified context assimilating only 
near-surface (1 0 rn) wind observations over land to understand the impact of near-
surface wind observations on the analysis and to point out aspects that need to be 
improved to make a better use of these observations. Due to the background-error 
covariances, the assimilation of near-surface wind observations impacts the lower 
part of the atmosphere. The resulting corrections have been evaluated by verifying 
the analyses against non-assimilated collocated radiosonde data. This assessment also 
made it possible to estimate the observation error variance to strike a balance between 
having an important impact at the surface and maintaining a good vertical fit to 
upper-air observations . Results from one month assimilation experiments show that, 
by its statistical correction and by using the forecast values at grid-points that are the 
most representative, GMOS better represents the meteorological phenomena onsite. It 
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eliminates biases and significantly reduces representativeness errors as wei l as 
observation error correlations, mainly over complex terrain . Overall , the analysis fit 
to non-assimilated collocated radiosonde observations is improved when assimi lating 
wind observations from surface stations using both GMOS and Bilin. 
Results from non-cycling forecast experiments are also presented. Only near-surface 
wind observations were assimilated to evaluate the spatio-temporal propagation of the 
information along with the multivariate upper-air impact in a controlled environment. 
The verification of the resulting analyses and subsequent 48 h forecasts against near-
surface wind observations and independent radiosonde profiles show that very short-
term wind predictions are significantly improved when using GMOS. However, the 
local impact decreases over time and is significant on ly for 6 h or shorter. When 
using static error covariances the mass field is not significantly altered and the 
boundary layer parameterization and orographie blocking schemes damp the poorly 
balanced increment. When using flow-dependent error statistics, the analysis 
increment modifies both wind and mass fields in a consistent way through 
multivariate covariances which result in increased temporal propagation of the 
information from the near-surface wind observations. Results also show that flow-
dependent background error covariances from ensembles provide better vertical 
propagation of the information than static error statistics. The use of proper 
background error statistics is crucial to produce sustainable impacts on the 
atmosphere. 
The assimilation of near-surface winds (with GMOS) in conjunction w ith 
observations of surface pressure provides significant upper-air improvements (as 
evaluated against radiosonde observations) in terms of wind speed bias up to 48 h 
lead time. This shows that the use of the GMOS operator along with flow dependent 
background error statistics a llows taking advantage of the com bined effect from both 
mass and wind observations. 
Finally, results from cyc ling observing system experiments (assimilating near-surface 
w ind data and ali the other types of observations used operationall y) indicates that 
Bilin does not provide a good mode! state comparison with the observations and its 
analysis increments are damped during subsequent forecasts. The increment produced 
when using GMOS is better balanced and the information persists in the system. 
Forecasts and ana lyses from GMOS (Bilin) are also slight ly more (less) coherent than 
those from the control experiment (in which no wind observations are assimilated 
over land) as the information from the observations is (is not) propagated in time. 
xv iii. 
Keywords: observation and background erro r statistics, atmospheric boundary layer 
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INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Motivation 
In the context of a changing climate and due to the many consequences of electricity 
generation, industries and governments are promoting and developing power 
generation from renewable sources such as wind power. This type of power 
generation has reduced impacts on the environment compared to more conventional 
power plants like nuclear, oil , natural gas and coat. In fact, in sorne European 
countries, up to 33% of the power generation cornes from wind power (Global Wind 
Energy Council , 2013) . This clean energy is also increasingly being adopted and used 
in North America. 
One of the maJor concerns regarding the integration of wind energy in electrical 
utilities is the variability of wind, and therefore, power. With the sustained growth of 
wind energy installed capacity for electricity generation, electrical system operators 
face the increasing challenge of balancing electrical grids, notably to maintain 
reliability and minimizing management and operation costs of other energy sources. 
To en sure the reliabil ity of the electrical utility, system operators keep extra 
generating capacity (spinning reserves) that can be available within a short time 
interval. However, these spinning reserves, needed to cope with the variability of 
wind and power forecast uncertainty, translate into direct energy and financial tosses. 
For facilities , like Québec electrical utility, where wind will power up to 10% of the 
peak electrical demand by the end of2015 (Ministère des Ressources Naturelles et de 
----------- ----- --
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la Faune, 2006), hourly and daily high resolution wind power forecasts are necessary 
as systems operators need 24 to 48 h forecasts to plan the daily power generation. 
Hourly forecasts are then used to match the electrical generation with the predicted 
demand, either by using sp inning reserves or by import ing/exporting energy at the 
very last moment from/ta neighbouring system operators. As these balancing 
solutions are expensive, reliable short-term wind power generation forecast is 
necessary for the technical and financ ia l sustainability of large-scale wind energy 
integration, in bath regulated and open markets. 
1.2. Wind power forecasting 
The reliability of the electrical utility is the main concern for system operators and to 
improve reliability requires the improvement of short-term forecasts (0 h to 48 h lead 
time ) . Land berg et al. (2003) and Giebel et al. (20 11) provide complete reviews of 
wind power prediction models. The kinetic energy flux in the air is proportional to air 
density and to the cube of wind speed (through a perpendicular surface) . Wind speed 
is thus the largest contributor to relative wind power output. Still , the local 
topographie (surface roughness, obstac les on the ground, etc-.) impact on the wind 
characteristics (including wind shear) strongly depends on the wind direction (Bédard 
et al., 2013) . Air temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure predictions 
influence the wind power forecasts through air density. Spec ifie humidity also has a 
sign ificant influence on icing events, wh ich greatly influence the wind power 
production. As w inds, temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure contribute to 
wind power, the vast majority of short-term wind power forecast models are based on 
Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) systems (Landberg et al. , 2003; Giebel et al. , 
2011). The g lobal and regional NWP models generally have grid-point spacings 
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ranging from 5 km to 25 km. As wind is closely related to fine-scale topographie 
effects not resolved by operational meso-scale models, representativeness errors can 
be significant. Thus, in many cases, forecasts uncertainties are related to the terrain 
complexity (Kariniotakis et al. , 2004). 
To estimate the wind resources at the exact wind farm location, system operators 
generally run downscaling models. This operation can be done using a Limited Area 
Mode! (LAM) which resolves topography and surface roughness at a higher 
resolution (up to 1 km grid spacing) white employing the global or regional NWP as 
initial and lateral boundary conditions. Another solution is to us~ wind observations 
from the wind power plant along with historical forecasts to derive statistical 
regressions relating the forecasts to onsite measurements (so-called Mode! Output 
Statistics methods: MOS). Although the use of a LAM mode! generally provides 
improvements over complex terrain, the benefits almost disappear if MOS are used 
(Müller, 2011 ). ln operational weather prediction, MOS are a Iso routinely used to 
correct local biases and representativeness errors in NWP mode! forecasts for 
locations where observations are available. 
In most wind farm applications, the end users (e.g. , wind farm managers, 
transmission system operators, energy service suppliers and traders) are not the ones 
who run the NWP models ; rather, they only use the forecasts. The end users 
experience directly the consequences of the forecast en·ors, such as the variation in 
the priee of energy on the market, supply contracts, operating costs and security 
concerns. Therefore, end users benefit from an estimation of the error related to the 
power predictions . Such estimation can be provided by means of statistical 
approaches or using ensemble forecasts (Giebel et al. , 2011). Ensemble forecasts are 
also used to improve the operational robustness (reliability and accuracy) of the 
forecast systems (Nielsen et al. , 2007a) because a combination of an ensemble of 
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predictions general! y outperforms the individual forecasts (Lange et al., 2006; 
Nielsen et al. , 2007b). Ensembles of power forecast models can be generated by 
using NWP models from different national services, different physcial 
parameterizations used in the same mode! , and perturbed initial conditions (Nielsen et 
al., 2004; Nielsen et al., 2007a). End users generally combine the ensemble members 
by statistically weighting the NWP based on a combination of the different forecast 
properties (variance, kurtosis, skewness, etc.) and the weather conditions. 
Correlations developed using the turbine power curves are then used to relate the 
meteorological variables to electrical power. Wind power forecast models also 
generally take into account the wind farm layout to integrate the wake effect of a 
turbine on the aerodynamics of the whole wind farm into the final wind power 
forecast. 
1.3. Objectives and methodology 
To improve wind power predictions, a lot of effort has been invested in the last 
decades to improve the way NWP models are used (Giebel et al., 2011 ). Forecasts 
from NWP models are generally skillfull in the short-term (up to 48 h) and 
persistence is an excellent local predictor for very short-term forecasts up to 3 - 6 h 
(Landberg and Watson, 1994; Liu, 2009). Thus, Nielsen et al. (2000) proposed to 
merge forecasts from both the persistence and the NWP mode! based on the 
autocorrelation of the wind speed from measured time series. Power prediction 
models, such as the Wind Power Prediction Tool (WPPT), now combine the forecasts 
from NWP models with those from nowcasting models which are generally based on 
time series analysis tools (e.g., neural networks). This type of approach locally 
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outperforms both individual models for ali time horizons and it is now commonly 
used. 
Although near-surface wind observations are used at the local scale, very few are 
used over land to generate the initial conditions provided to NWP models, mainly due 
to sub-grid scale topographie interactions with the flow. lndeed, near-surface 
observations tend to sample fine-scale structures which are not explicitly resolved by 
the NWP madel (so-called sub-grid scale features) , causing discrepancy between the 
characteristics of the measured and forecasted variables. While aircraft and 
radiosonde observations have the most positive impact on short-term forecasts , 
surface observations (temperature, humidity and pressure) strongly complement those 
upper-air observing systems (Benjamin et al. , 201 0). Interest is th us growing in the 
use of near-surface wind observations over land in regional and global data 
assimilation systems to take advantage of their large scale correlations with the 
atmospheric flow. 
To improve short term wind forecasts for different applications (e.g. wind energy, 
airport operations, raad and construction site security, recreational activities, etc.), 
recent studies tried to assimilate near-surface wind observations over land . A research 
group at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) performed 
simplified experiments to assess the near-surface wind data assimilation problem in a 
simplified context (Hacker and Snyder, 2005 ; Hacker and Rostkier-Edelstein, 2007; 
Hacker et al. , 2007; Rostkier-Edelstein and Hacker, 201 0). Using a single column 
madel , Rostkier-Edelstein and Hacker (20 1 0) showed th at improvements in the 
assimilation of surface observations can 1mprove nowcasting capabilities. 
Furthermore, results from Hacker and Snyder (2005) indicate that near-surface 
observations (including winds) are effective at constraining the state of the 
Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL). As surface observations have smaller 
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correlation with the flow aloft compared to integrated variables such as surface 
pressure, their impact on analyses varies depending on the ABL coupling with the 
flow aloft (e.g., atmospheric stability) . This may limit the use of stationary 
background error covariances. When using an Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) to 
sample the flow dependent (in time and space) and multivariate background error 
covariances, the assimilation of near-surface observations impacted temperature, 
humidity and winds profiles (Hacker and Rostkier-Edelstein, 2007). 
Other recent studies have focused on the impact of near-surface wind observations on 
forecasts by assimilating them in more realistic contexts. White Dong et al. (2010) 
showed that synthetic near-surface wind observations can provide significant forecast 
improvements for areas with poor low-level data coverage, many research groups 
working with real observations discarded them as representativeness errors and biases 
significantly affected the observation impact (Benjamin et al. , 2007; Ingleby, 2014). 
By performing observation targeting experiments to assess forecast sensitivity to 
wind observations, Zack et al. (201 0) showed that near-surface wind forecasts (up to 
3 h lead time) are sensitive to local low levet wind initial conditions. Zack et al. 
(2011) then showed that near-surface local wind nowcasting capabilities can be 
improved by assimilating synthetic observations from tall anemometer towers (80 rn). 
By assessing the observation impact on wind forecasts over Texas and Oklahoma 
using different assimilation systems, Ancell et al. (2015) showed that assimilating 
real near-surface wind observations improved wind nowcasting capabilities (up to 6 
h). Improvements appeared to be more significant when using an assimilation system 
based on an EnKF rather than a 3D variational system (3DV AR), presumably 
because of the EnKF flow dependent error statistics. 
To understand why near-surface wind observations have little or no impact on 
forecasts beyond 6 h, the present work focuses on the observation impact on analyses 
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and forecasts and the vertical and temporal propagation of the information in the 
forecast system. This study also aims at improving short-term tropospheric forecasts 
by assimilating near-surface wind observations over land. By assessing the influence 
of different components of the assimilation and prediction systems (namely the 
background error statistics, the observation operator and the boundary layer 
parameterization), it is intended to point out components of the system th at need to be 
improved to make better use of these observations. 
Unlike satellite data, which require complex observation operators, near-surface wind 
observations are more directly related to mode! state variables. The Canadian 
Meteorological Center (CMC) currently employs a near-surface wind observation 
operator that is a simple geometrie bilinear horizontal interpolation of mode! state 
variables to the observation location. However, the observation operator used to 
compare forecasts locally with near-surface winds (for validation and operational 
forecast purposes) is generally based on Mode! Output Statistics (MOS). It is thus 
intended to use such a method in the assimilation system as weil to increase the 
consistency between observations, analyses and forecasts in the ensemble-variational 
data assimilation system (4DEnVar) developed at Environment Canada (Buehner et 
al. , 2013 ; 2015). 
While Chapter 2 describes the experimental setup, Chapter 3 presents a new 
observation operator based on a geo-statistical observation operator developed by 
Bédard et al. (2013). This operator is implemented in the 4DEnVar to reduce the 
representativeness errors for the assimilation of near-surface winds. By using only 
surface stations collocated with upper-air stations (545 stations), the statistical 
robustness of the operator as weil as the systematic and representativeness error 
corrections are examined in a controlled environment by comparing the analysis 
against independent non-assimilated observations. A new approach based on 
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independent observations is also proposed to estimate observation error correlations. 
Data assimilation experiments over a one-month period are carried out where only 
wind data from surface stations are assimilated to cat·efully evaluate the observation 
impact on the analysis. The collocated radiosonde pro fi les are used to assess the 
vertical propagation of information when different background error statistics are 
used . 
Chapter 4 presents results from both simplified Observing System Experiments 
(OSEs) carried out in non-cycling mode as weil as fully cycled OSEs performed with 
the CMC operational system . Ali SYNOP stations distributed globally are considered 
(4942 stations) to take advantage of the full observation impact on the NWP system. 
At first, only wind data from surface stations are assimilated to allow for the 
evaluation of the spatio-temporal propagation of the information and multivariate 
impact in a controlled environment. The systematic model initial tendencies are used 
to assess influence ofthe boundary layer parameterizations on the temporal evolution 
of the analysis increment. Quai ity control issues related to near-surface wind 
observations are also examined. Realistic experiments are then performed to show the 
added value of near-surface wind observations in the presence of the other 
observations used operationally. Results from cycling OSEs using the Environment 
Canada operational 4DEnVar are presented. The analysis experiments are evaluated 
against surface observations, radiosonde profiles and analyses to assess the quality of 
the resulting analyses and subsequent 48 h forecasts. 
CHAPTERII 
EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1. Data assimilation 
Data assimilation is the process by which observations are combined with prior 
information on the atmospheric state (the so-called background state, which is 
generally based on a short-term NWP forecast) in order to produce the best estimate 
of the true state of the atmosphere at a given time (so-called analysis state). The 
analysis is generally used as initial conditions for the NWP mode! or as a reference 
for the evaluation of forecasts and climate simulations. Based on statistical estimation 
principles, the assimilation process relies on the observation and background error 
covariances (respectively R and B) to optimally blend the observation vector (y: 
containing ali assimilated observations) and the operational background state (xa) to 
produce the analysis (XA) such as 
(2.1) 
where H represents the full non-linear observation operator, H stands fot its Jacobian, 
a linearization of H around the basic state and K is the Kalman gain matrix defined as 
(2.2) 
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Since the atmosphere relies on highly non-linear and multi-scale systems, a certain 
number of judicious assumptions must be made in order to operationally apply data 
assimilation methods, whether based on the variational (VAR) approaches (3D or 4D) 
or the Ensemble Kalman Filtering (EnKF) methods. A simple description of data 
assimilation for mode! initialization in atmospheric sciences can be found in Reichle 
(2008), while Bouttier and Courtier (1999) give a detailed course on data assimilation 
concepts and methods. A detailed implementation of the 4DV AR scheme previously 
used at the Meteorological Service of Canada can be fou nd in Gauthier et al. (2007), 
while the operational EnKF (based on the algorithm found in Evensen , 1994) is 
described in Houtekamer et al. (2014). Also, the European Centre for Medium-Range 
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and Météo-France ' s implementations of the 4DVAR 
are found in Rabier et al. (2000) , Mahfouf and Rabier (2000), Klinker et al. (2000) 
and Gauthier and Thépaut (200 1 ). 
Whi le the EnKF genera lly processes small observation batches sequentially to 
compute the analysis following Eq. (2 .1), 3DVar and 4DVar systems minimize the 
analysis error by means of a cost function J using ali observations at once to compute 
the analysis by minimizing the functional 
(2.3) 
The incrementai method is commonly employed to mmumze this cost function 
(Courtier et al. ,- 1994; Gauthier et al. , 2007) . The innovation vector (y'= y - H ( x 8 )) 
is first computed by comparing the observation and the background state using the 
observation operator (H). Then, the analysis increment (ùx = XA - xs) is obtained by 
minimizing 
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1 1 JL (c5x) = -(oxfB-1 (c5x) +-(H(c5x)- y')TR- 1 (H(c5x) - y'). 
2 2 
(2.4) 
The analysis increment is then added to the background state to generate the analysis. 
In all cases, when using the analysis as initial conditions for the NWP mode!, the 
forecast is also used as the background state to compute the subsequent analysis in 
time. Cycling the assimilation system allows the information from observations to 
propagate within the NWP system and contributes to subsequent analyses. 
2.1 .1. Background error covariances 
While the 3DVAR scheme uses stationary background error covariances based on 
globally homogeneous correlations and simple balance relationships, 4DVAR and 
EnKF schemes employ three dimensional background error statistics that evolve in 
time (implicitly in 4DV AR and explicitly in EnKF). The 4DYar implicitly evolves 
the 3D error statistics using the Tangent Linear Mode! (TLM) approximation of the 
NWP mode! equations and its adjoint. Essentially, the adjoint mode! is the 
transposition of the TLM operator (Le Dimet and Talagrand , 1986). On the other 
hand, the EnKF is based on a Monte-Carlo approach: it uses the analysis error 
covariance to generate a set of perturbed initial conditions which are used as NWP 
mode! inputs. The different integrations of the mode! will tend to diverge due to error 
growth associated with atmospheric instabilities (non-linear error growth) and the 
spread of the ensemble is used to estimate the forecast error covariance (forecast 
unce1tainty). 
------------------ - --------------------- --
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2.1.2. Observation error covariances 
Comparing background state to observat ions implies different error terms as 
(2 .5) 
where YT and XT are the atmospheric true state in the observati on and mode! space 
respectively. Fo llowing Eq. (2.5), it is possible to distingui sh between the 
measurement error ( r.M = y - y T ), the background error ( r.8 = x8 - xT ) and the 
representati veness error ( f. R = H ( X T) - y T ) . 
White measurement and background en·ors are conceptually straightfo rward, the 
representativeness error is complex as it ari ses from the fact that the mode! state 
represent the average atmospheric state over a mode! grid-point (because of its 
limited horizontal reso lution), white the observations represent the local atmospheri c 
state. Observati on operators (H) canna t prec ise ly reco nstruct the local atmospheric 
states from the mode! average state and thus, representativeness is generated when 
comparing mode! state variables w ith observations. Again, the NWP mode! 
represents the average atmospheric state over a mode! grid-cell , not the local state. 
For thi s reason, the representat iveness erro r is inc luded in the observat ion error 
variance (cr~ = cr~+ cr~ , assuming f.M and f.R are not correlated), meaning th at the 
local observation is not representative of the average state the NWP mode! intends to 
compute. 
Observation en·ors are a lso assumed to be uncorrelated in operati onal systems. This 
assumpti on appears reasonable fo r conventi ona l observations as they are genera lly 
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collected usmg different instruments located in different geographical areas. For 
cases where the observation errors are corre lated (e.g. satellite observations), 
increasing the observation error variance and/or spatially thinning the observations 
reduce the correlation impacts on the analysis (Liu and Rabier, 2002) , and thus, this 
assumption allows the use of a diagonal observation error covariance matrix, which 
greatly simplifies the assimilation process. 
2.2. Experimental setup 
2.2.1. Data assimilation system 
The 4D Ensemble-Variational data assimilation system (4DEnVar) of Environment 
Canada relies on 4D ensemble covariances to explicitly estimate the spatio-temporal 
background error statistics over a 6 h time window (Buehner et al., 2013 ; 2015). The 
4DEnVar uses the incrementai approach to produce an analysis at the spatial 
resolution of the forecast mode! from an ana lysis increment computed at a lower 
resolution. The analysis increment is computed on a 800x400 grid, which 
corresponds to a horizontal grid spacing in latitude and longitude of 0.45°x 0.45°. The 
Global Deterministic Prediction System (GDPS: Zadra et al. , 2013) uses the Global 
Environmental Multiscale (GEM) mode! (Côté et al., 1998a,b; Charron et al. , 2012) 
configured on a global grid with a horizontal grid spacing in latitude and longitude of 
0.35°x0.225° and 80 staggered vertical levels with the top at 0.1 hPa. The time step 
used to produce the forecasts is of 720 s, w hil e the one used to produce the 
background state is of 450 s to match the temporal discretization of the ensemble 
covariances from the EnKF (Houtekamer et al. , 2014 ). 
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The background error statistics used in the 4DEnVar compnse a stationary 
homogeneous component and a flow-dependent component. While the static 
component is est imated using the NMC method (Parrish and Derber, 1992, Gauthier 
et al. , 1 998; for details see Charron et al. , 2012), the flow dependent error 
covariances are estimated using an ensemble of 256 background states from the 
operationa l EnKF at Environment Canada (Houtekamer, 2014), which uses a model 
configuration adapted for ensemble forecasts (different than the En Var model 
configuration, which is adapted for determini stic forecast). This hybrid formulation 
blends the two error covariance components using a 50-50% ratio below 40 hPa. 
Because the EnKF top is at 2 hPa and the top few model levels are strougly affected 
by a numerical "sponge" (i.e. an enhanced horizontal diffusion) , only the static 
component is used above 1 0 hPa. Between 40 hP a to 10 hP a, the weighting (/J) of the 
two components gradually changes from /3EnKF = 0.5 and /3NMC = 0.5 to /3EnKF = 0 and 
/3NMC = 1 (Buehner et al. , 2013). 
In the 4DEnVar, the cost function used to compute the analysis increment IS 
preconditioned using Ç = s-1128x , such as 
(2.6) 
As explained in Buehner et al. (20 13), the control vector Ç is made up of two 
components Ç EnKF and Ç NMC associated respectively with the ensemble (BEnKF) and 
static (BNMC) background-errer covariances. They are combined to obtain the analysis 
increment ox as 
0 a112 8 112 ;:: a1t2 8 112 ;:: X = 1-'NMC NMC'=> NMC + 1-'EnKF EnKF'=>EnKF. (2 .7) 
------------------ ------
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Only observations passing a gross error and background check are assimilated (a 
variational quality control is also included as part of the minimization procedure) and 
the ana lysis increment is added to the background state using a 4D Incrementai 
Analysis Update scheme (4D-IAU, Buehner et al. , 2015) to initialize the forecasts. 
The 4D-IAU distributes the time varying increments across the assimi lation window 
to perform a smooth transition through time. This method also allows recycling key 
physical variables which are not directly analyzed ( condensate mixing ratio , turbulent 
kinetic energy, turbulence regime, mixing length, friction ve locity and ABL height, 
etc.) to reduce the forecast model spin up . 
2.2.2. Cycl ing experiments with the operational systems 
Performing experiments using the full operational system permits the eva luation of 
the impact of near-surface wind observations in a realistic context to show the value 
of such observations for short-term forecasts. In this case, the control run is simply 
based on the operational version of the 4DEnVar at Env ironment Canada whi le the 
experimental runs assimila te near-surface wind observations in addition to a li 
operationa ll y assimi lated observations . This system is relatively sophisticated and it 
currently assimilates ~14 million observations per day from many different observing 
systems, wh ich include radiosondes, aircrafts , land stations, ships, buoys, 
scatterometers, atmospheric motion vectors, satellite based radio occultation, 
microwave and infrared sate llite sounders/ imagers. Results from such experiments 
are presented in the second part of Chapter 4 (Section 4.4) to examine the fu ll 
observation impact in the presence of ali other assimi lated observations. 
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2.2.3. Simplified non-cyclin g experiments 
Throughout Chapter 3 and the fi rst part of Chapter 4 (Section 4 .3), a simplified 
approach is employed to assess observation impact on the ass imilation system in a 
contro lled environment. Rather than cyc ling the complete system, simplified non-
cyc ling experiments .are carri ed out using the 6 h forecasts fro m the operational 
system as background fie lds. F igure 2 .1 presents the fl ow chart diagram of such 
simplified exp eriments. 
48 h forecast 48 h forecast 
(for eva luation) (for eva lualion) 
48 h forecast 48 h forecast 
(for eva lu01tlon) (for I! V :~ I u-.tlon) 
Figure 2.1 : Flow ch art diagram of the non-cycl ing assimilation experiments. 
For the experimental runs, the backgro und fie ld fro m the operati onal 4DE nVar (not 
ass imilating near-surface w ind observations over land) is used to ass imilate the near-
surface w ind observations over land. In thi s case, the analys is is computed by adding 
the increment to the background state at the middle of the ass imilation w indow. T he 
analys is is used along w ith the land surface analys is ( e.g. so il moi sture, surface 
temperatu re, etc.) fro m the operationa l system as ini tia l conditi ons to initi alize the 
fo recast system (without 40-IAU or any filtering) . 
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The control is identical to the experiments, except that it does not assimilate the wind 
data. For cases where the experiment assimilates only the wind data, the control run 
assimilates no observations. Thus, the 6 h background field (from the operational 
system) is simply used to reinitialize the madel and to simulate an analysis field to be 
used in the same way as the analysis from the experiments (to generate the 48 h 
control forecasts) . 
By performing non-cycled assimilation experiments, the cumulative impact from the 
observations is not captured. StiJl, by evaluating the quality of the resulting analyses 
against non-assimilated radiosonde observations for an impartial evaluation , the 
results can be directly attributed to near-surface wind observations because the 
analyses are not influenced by any other observation type or by background state 
differences. 
2.2.4. Near-surface wind observation operator 
To assimilate near-surface wind observations over land, a novel observation operator 
is developed in Chapter 3 based on the Geophysic Madel Output Statistics (GMOS) 
proposed by Bédard et al. (2013). Although NWP madel resolution can be relatively 
high (up to 2.5 km), they do not have a sufficiently refined grid to properly represent 
the meteorological phenomena over complex or coastal sites. To cope with such 
representation error, GMOS is based on multiple linear regressions relating the 
surrounding NWP grid-points to the observation site and exploit the correlations 
between the observing sites and the surrounding forecast points. 
----------- --- -----~ 
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GMOS differs from other Model Output Statistics (MOS) that are widely used by 
meteorological centres as it implicitly takes into account the surrounding geophysical 
parameters (through its geo-statistical weights) such as surface roughness, terrain 
height, etc. From Bédard et al. (20 13), GMOS can provide a more reliable 
representation of the site than common operator such as MOS or simple bilinear 
interpolation methods and the topographie signature of the forecast error (uneven 
distribution of the forecast error related to the surface characteristics) due to 
misrepresentation issues is significantly reduced. 
Bédard et al. (20 13) studied the influence of different predictor on near-surface winds 
over land (wind speed and direction, time of day, atmospheric stability, etc.). Results 
showed that the local wind components, the geophysical characteristics of the 
observing sites (implicitly accounted for by the multi-point linear regression) as weil 
as wind direction (not wind speed) are the properties most significantly affecting 
GMOS impact on latitudinal and longitudinal wind forecasts. Atmospheric stability is 
also important for the vertical interpolation of the wind field , but it is already 
accounted for through the surface layer parameterization of the NWP model (to 
compute the 10 m wind fields) and thus, GMOS does not need to take this into 
account explicitly. 
To tackle the anisotropie nature of the representativeness error, Bédard et al. (20 13) 
developed a refined version of GMOS that considers the wind direction as a 
predictor. Due to the discontinuous nature of this operator and the relatively 
numerous statistical coefficients to train (requiring a large training dataset), a 
simplified version of the operator is implemented in the data assimilation system. 
Therefore, to assimilate near-surface wind over land, the GMOS observation operator 
is based on the multi-linear regression algorithm using the 10 m latitudinal 
(longitudinal) winds from the surrounding forecast grid-points to forecast the 
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latitudinal (longitudinal) wind at the observation site (located 10 rn above grou nd 
level). 
Based on Bédard et al., (2013), the least mean squared error minimization algorithm 
is used to obtain the regression coefficients that minimize the observed minus 
forecast root mean squared value. Different regression coefficients are computed for 
each site because representativeness errors are site dependent. 
CHAPTER III. 
A GEO-STATISTICAL OBSERVATION OPERATOR FOR THE ASSIMILATION 
OF NEAR-SURFACE WIND DATA 
This chapter presents a paper to appear in the Quarter/y Journal of the Royal 
Meteorological Society (accepted on April 22, 2015): 
Bédard J, Laroche S, Gauthier P., 2015a. A geo-statistical observation operator for 
the assimilation of near-surface wind data. Quart. JR. Meteor. Soc., 141 : 
2857-2868. 
It introduces a new geo-statistical observation operator (GMOS) developed to reduce 
biases and representativeness errors for the assimilation of near-surface winds over 
land (10 minutes averaged zonal and latitudinal winds). A new approach to estimate 
observation error correlations based on independent cbllocated observations is also 
presented. Only wind data from surface synoptic stations collocated with radiosonde 
observations (545 stations) are used . By evaluating the analysis against non-
assimilated collocated observations, the impact of wind observations on the analyses 
and the influence of the background error statistics on the vertical propagation of the 
information are evaluated. The impact of the bias and representativeness error 
corrections on the analyses is also assessed. 
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Abstract 
Although many near-surface wind observations are available, very few are 
assimilated over land mainly due to sub-grid scale topographie interactions with the 
flow. The main objectives of this study are to understand the impact of near-surface 
wind observations on the analysis and to point out aspects that need to be improved to 
make a better use of these observations. A geo-statistical observation operator has 
been developed to correct for systematic and representativeness errors. Assimilation 
experiments are performed in a simplified context assimilating only near-surface 
wind observations over land in the ensemble-variational data assimilation system 
developed at Environment Canada. Due to the background-en·or covariances, the 
assimilation of near-surface wind observations impacts the lower part of the 
atmosphere. The resulting correction has been evaluated by verifying the analyses 
against non-assimilated collocated radiosonde data. This assessment also made it 
possible to estimate the observation error variance to strike a balance between having 
an important impact at the surface and maintaining a good vertical fit to upper air 
observations. Results from one month of assimilation experiments show that the geo-
statistical operator eliminates biases and significantly reduces representativeness 
errors as weil as observation error correlations in the analysis, mainly over complex 
terrain. Results also show that flow-dependent background error covariances from 
ensembles provide better vertical information propagation than static error statistics. 
Overall , the analysis fit to non-assimilated collocated radiosonde observations is 
improved when assimilating wind observations from surface stations. 
Keywords: Observation error statistics, Representativeness error, Error correlations, 
Atmospheric boundary layer, Evaluation against collocated radiosonde observations 
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3.1. Introduction 
Detailed evaluations of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) systems indicate that 
errors in initial conditions and atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) parameterizations 
appear to be the main limitations for short-range near-surface wind prediction 
capabilities. Bédard et al. , (2013) showed that, when compared with persistence, 
NWP models offer poor short-range near-surface wind forecasts (up to 6 h). Zack et 
al. (2010; 2011) showed that such predictions are sensitive to local initial conditions . 
Rostkier-Edelstein and Hacker (2010) suggests that the assimilation of near-surface 
observations can significantly improve nowcasting predictions, more than enhanced 
forecasting models. Th us, interest is growing in the improvement of NWP mode ling 
by means of more accurate initial conditions defined by large-scale analyses . 
Although many observations describing the wind field in the lower troposphere are 
available from the global observing system, very few are assimilated over land 
mainly due to sub-grid scale topographie interactions with the flow. Until recently, 
near-surface wind observations over land were not used . However, with the 
increasing vertical and horizontal resolution of NWP models , finer topographie 
features are now resolved such that the assimilation of near-surface wind 
observations can be revisited. 
A number of recent studies show that the assimilation of near-surface observations, 
including 10 rn winds over land , can be beneficiai for short-range forecasts in the 
lower troposphere (Hacker and Snyder, 2005 ; Dong et al. , 2010, Benjamin et al. , 
2010, Ingleby, 2014) . However, most of these studies exclude winds over complex 
terrain as representativeness errors can be significant. From its near-surface data 
assimilation assessment, lngleby (2014) showed that biases and representativeness 
errors limit the global impact of near-surface wind observations . Winds from small 
islands, sub-grid scale headlands and tropical lands are stiJl excluded from the UK 
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Met Office data assimilation system. Similarly, the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) 
system uses narrow quality control parameters to prevent degrading the near-surface 
wind analysis due to representativeness errors (Benjamin et al. , 2007). Hence, 
representativeness and systematic en·ors in the analysis need to be addressed before 
assimilating near-surface wind observation over land. 
Efforts are currently made to assess the representativeness error of surface and near-
surface variables for air quality and wind energy predictions (Deng and Stull , 2005 ; 
Henne et al., 201 0; Koohkan and Bocquet, 20 12; Bédard et al. , 20 13). To cope with 
such misrepresentation issues, Koohkan and Bocquet (2012) showed that it is 
possible to include a station representativeness coefficient in the observation operator 
to assimilate carbon monoxide observations in the lower troposphere. A Geophysical 
Madel Output Statistics (GMOS : Bédard et al. , 2013) operator was also developed 
for short-range near-surface wind forecast applications. This method combines a 
statistical error correction to a multiple grid-point approach. In the absence of 
collocated observations, GMOS cannat rely on bias correction schemes as used for 
satellite observations (Auligné et al. , 2007; Lea et al. , 2008; Dee and Uppala, 2009). 
It is difficult to separate the observation error bias from that of the background error 
and GMOS corrects for representativeness and background biases altogether. By its 
statistical error correction and by implicitly taking into account the geographical 
parameters of the surrounding grid-points, GMOS reduces representativeness errors 
for wind forecasts over complex sites (Bédard et al. , 2013 ). 
Fundamentally, this geo-statistical operator only partially corrects representativeness 
errors. GMOS takes advantage of the correlation between resolved scales and 
unresolved scales to correct the stationary component of the representativeness error. 
However, Janjic and Cohn (2006) describe the representativeness error as flow-
dependent and anisotropie. Even when using GMOS, the non-stationary component 
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of the representativeness error remams. To tackle the anisotropie nature of the 
representativeness error, Bédard et al. (20 13) developed a refined version of GMOS 
that considers the wind direction as a predictor. Due to the discontinuous nature of 
this operator and the relatively numerous statistical coefficients to train (requiring a 
large training dataset), it is difficult to implement such an operator in a data 
assimilation system. The PBL regime is also important for the vertical interpolation 
of the wind field. As this is implicitly performed through the surface layer 
parameterization of the NWP model , GMOS does not need to integrate such property 
explicitly. The GMOS operator can be useful to compare mode) state variables with 
near-surface wind observations and reduce the representativeness errors that alter this 
comparison. The present work focuses on the reduction ofthe stationary and isotropie 
components of the representativeness error associated with local geographical 
characteristics. As Model Output Statistics (MOS) methods are typically used for 
forecast post-processing, it is appealing to use such statistical approaches in the data 
assimilation system to increase the consistency between the observations, analyses 
and forecasts. 
This paper presents a novel observation operator to reduce the representativeness 
errors for the assimilation of near-surface winds based on the GMOS developed by 
Bédard et al. (2013). This operator has been implemented in the ensemble variational 
data assimilation system (4DEnVar) developed at Environment Canada (Buehner et 
al. , 20 13). The objective of this work is to understand the observation impact on the 
analysis and point out aspects of the data assimilation system that need to be 
improved to make a better use of these observations. By using only surface stations 
that are collocated with upper-air stations, the statistical robustness of the operator 
and the actual representativeness error and bias corrections are examined in a 
controlled environment. A new approach to estimate observation error correlations 
based on independent observations is proposed. Data assimilation experiments over a 
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one-month period (February 2011) are carried out. Only wind data from surface 
stations are assimi lated to carefu lly evaluate the observation impact on the analysis. 
The results presented can be directly attributed to near-surface wind observations as 
they are not influenced by any other observation type. The collocated radiosonde 
profiles, which are not assim ilated, are used to assess the vertical propagation of 
informat ion when different background error statistics are used. 
3.2. Data assimi lation system 
Environment Canada 4DEnVar is a state-of-the-art var iational data assimi lation 
system which uses the 4D background error statistics derived from Ensemble Kalman 
Fi ltering (EnKF) techniques (Buehner et al. , 2013). The background error statistics 
used in the 4DEnYar comprise a stationary homogeneous (stat ic) component and a 
flow-dependent (dynamic) component from the Environment Canada operational 
EnKF (Houtekamer et al., 2014). White the static component is estimated using the 
NMC method (Parrish and Derber, 1992), the EnKF is using 256 members and the 
analys is increment is computed on a 800x400 grid (~50 km). 
3.2.1. Background error statistics 
To verify if the background error variances (a/ ) used in the data ass imilat ion system 
are consistent with the observation error variances (a} ), the innovation standard 
deviation (STD) is computed using radiosonde observations and 6 h background 
states provided by a reference En Var assimi lation cyc le for February 2011: 
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where observations (y) are compared to the background state (Xb) using a bilinear 
interpo lation (Bil in, hereafter) as observation operator H. Here, ( ... ) stands for the 
stati sti ca l average. This test depends on the observati on error statisti cs being used. 
The radiosonde observation error is assum ed to be properly tuned and implicitly 
conta ins representativeness erro rs. Reference (J/ va lues (globally averaged) are 
obta ined from the innovation vari ance based on radi osonde observations. The error 
va ri ances from both the NMC and EnKF methods are compared to these reference 
va lues. Figure 3.1 presents the mean vertica l structure of background and observation 
en·ors fo r wi nd components over land . S ince the focus of thi s study is in the lower 
troposphere, onl y results from 1000 hP a to 500 hP a are presented. Hereafter, the 
results presented are an average of both zonal and meridi onal w ind components as 
their error statistics are very similar. 
ln comparison w ith the (Jb va lue computed from the innovation variance, F igure 3. 1 
shows that the mean flow-dependent error has similar ampli tude, whereas those from 
the static component are overestimated by - 40 %. Their vertica l structures are s imilar 
on average, except near the surface where the EnKF background error statistics 
underest imates the w ind error var iance. This may be attribu ted to the fact that the 
surface analyses (e.g. surface roughness, albedo, so il moisture, etc.) are currently not 
perturbed in the EnKF (Lavaysse et al., 2013). While the mean near-surface wind 
error in the static (fl ow-dependent) error covariance matr ix is of 1.6 1 ms· 1 (0.66 
ms-1) , the innovation variance indicates that a value of 1.06 ms· 1 is more reali stic on 
average, assuming that the radiosond e observation erro r va riance is accurate . 
(3 .1 ) 
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From the fl ow-dependent characte ristics of the EnKF and from the statistical 
robustness of the NMC method, Buehner (2005) showed that 4DEnVar benefits from 
using both static and flow-dependent error covariance matr ices. The hybrid 
fo rmul ation of the 4DEnVar blends the two erro r covari ance components using a 50-
50% ratio be low 40 hPa. To all ow fo r a detailed assessment of the vertica l 
propagation of the info rm ation (Section 3.7), ass imilation experim ents are performed 
using each of the background error components independentl y as weil as us ing the 
combinat ion of both error covari ances (hybrid formulation). 
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Figure 3.1: Mean vertical profiles of the NMC and EnKF background error STD over land 
compared to the Ob values obtained from radiosonde wind component 
innovations (February 2011 ) as weil as the 0 0 values used to assimilate 
operational rad iosonde observations. 
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3.3. M easurement error statistics 
Data from a dozen tall meteorological towers (80 rn), prov ided by Hydro-Québec, are 
used to assess the near-surface wind measurement error. These masts are heav il y 
instrumented and present redundancy in terms of instruments to prov ide reliable 
measurements fo r wind energy assessments. Although the International Energy 
Agency standard fo r wind measurements is di ffe rent than the WMO standard, the 
diffe rence between vertica lly and horizonta lly co llocated instruments from 80 rn 
towers is used as it a llows fo r an approximation of the measurement errors. F igure 3.2 
p resents the measurement di ffe rences as a function of the w ind speed fo r direct 
(speed and direction) and indirect (zonal or meridi ona l co mponents) w ind 
observati ons from s imil ar instruments located at the same height on the same mast. 
The indirect observation error is represented by the mean error from both w ind 
components. 
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Figure 3.2: 80 m wind measurement error STD from -100 000 sam pies as a function of 
observed wind speed . 
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While anemometer wind speed measurement en·ors are relatively proportional to the 
wind speed, the wind direction errors have a non-linear behaviour. When the wind 
speed drops below 2 ms- 1, the wind direction error significantly increases partly 
because wind direction variability increases. Comparing the horizontal wind 
components from these instruments, the resulting error characteristics are very similar 
to the wind speed error. Although it seems counter-intuitive, the measurement error 
for the horizontal wind component is larger than the wind speed error because the 
wind component error is function of the wind speed and direction errors modulated 
by trigonometrie functions. As shown in Figure 3.2, the direction error is significant 
and outweighs the wind speed uncertainty when computing the wind components. 
The wind component measurements are still reasonably accurate owing to the 
precision of the instruments gathering wind observations. Nonetheless, the relative 
error in the horizontal wind components remains large for very Iight wind conditions 
(e.g. an error of ~0.4 ms- 1 for a wind speed of ::S 1 ms-1) . To circumvent this problem, 
Huang et al. (2013) proposed to assimilate near-surface wind observations in terms of 
wind speed and direction, rather than horizontal wind components. However, wind 
speed and direction are respectively positive definite and periodic variables. For 
simplicity and for consistency with Environment Canada observation processing 
scheme, horizontal wind components are used in this study. To preserve a good signal 
to noise ratio, only wind observations at wind speed higher than 1 ms-1 are 
considered. The wind speed frequency distribution (dotted Iine in Figure 3.2) shows 
that very light wind events are not frequent at 80 rn above ground. An evaluation of 
the 10 rn SYNOP observations confirms that the overall quantity of information 
brought to the system is not significantly affected from rejecting these light wind 
observations. The resulting averaged near-surface wind component measurement 
error (Œm) is 0.94 ms- 1• 
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A similar experiment perfonned usmg collocated radiosonde observations was 
documented in a report from the World Meteorological Organization (Nash et al., 
2011) . These horizontal wi nd retrievals are performed by directly measuring the 
radiosonde displacements using the global positioning system (GPS) technology. The 
measurement error for this type of observation is sign ificantly smaller. However, 
observations fo llowing the release of the instrument are of poorer quality than upper 
level ones. From Nash et al. (2011), Chapter 11 , results indicate that near-surface 
radiosonde wind measurement error is ~0.5 ms-' on average. 
3.4. Observation operator 
3 .4.1. Observation operator design 
Bédard et al. (20 13) designed a GMOS opera tor to redu ce representativeness errors 
for short-range near-surface wind forecasts over complex sites. Similar to Deng and 
Stu ll (2005), the idea behind this geo-statistical operator is that, although they may be 
located near each other, the nearest grid -point may not properly represent the 
observing station, espec ial ly if the latter is located on complex terrain or a coastal 
site. Indeed, coastal grid -points often present aggregated onshore and offshore 
characteristics which are generally not representative of the onshore observing site. 
The NWP model considers topographie changes between grid points as steady slopes 
and cannot accurately represent sharp topographie details . NWP models also cannot 
reprod uce sub-grid scale surface roughness changes. Conseq uently, the geographical 
parameters of the nearest grid-po int can significantly differ from the observing site 
characteristics. On the other hand, amongst the surrounding grid-points, there may be 
one or many that are more representative of the observing s ite. Thus, Bédard et al. 
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(201 3) replaced the underly ing bilinear horizontal interpo lation scheme used in MOS 
by a new set of geo-statistical weights relating the surrounding NWP grid-po ints to 
the observation s ite. By explo it ing the correlations between the observi ng s ites and 
their surrounding fo recast po ints, GMOS prov ides a more re liable representation of 
the site . The MOS operator (HMos) is fo rmulated as 
HM05 (x ) =A ·L (x) + C 
' 
where x is either the zonal or meridi onal modeled w ind component, L is the bilinear 
interpo lation operator (Bilin), A is an amplitude coefficient and C is the systemati c 
erro r correction coeffi c ient. T he GMOS multi-point linear regress ion (HGMos) is 
defi ned as 
where Ai are amplitude coeffic ients, C is the systematic error correcti on coeffi c ient 
and the subscript i is the index of the surrounding grid-po ints. As in M OS, the 
systematic error coeffi c ient corrects fo r biases while the ampli tude coeffi c ient adjusts 
the fo recast temporal variabili ty to best fi t observati ons. The surrounding grid-points 
used by the GMOS operator are distributed around the observ ing site in an N xN 
square pattern . Us ing more grid-po ints increases the probability of considering a 
po int with geographical characteri stics similar to the s ite and thus further reduces the 
representativeness erro r. However, it also increases the number of statistical 
parameters to tra in and thus, a lat·ger tra ining dataset is needed. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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Based on Bédard et al. , (2013), the )east mean squared error minimization algorithm 
is used to obtain the regression coefficients A and C that minimize the innovation 
(observed minus forecast residual) root mean squared value. Different regression 
coefficients are computed for the zonal and meridional wind components. This allows 
predicting the local zonal (meridional) wind component using the modeled zonal 
(meridional) winds from the surrounding N xN grid-points . The wind component 
observations from 545 SYNOP stations collocated with radiosonde stations are used 
every 6 hours. These observations are compared with corresponding short-range (0-
12 hours) wind forecasts updated twice a day from Environment Canada global 
deterministic prediction system (Global Environmental Multiscale model at 
0.35°x 0.23° latitude/longitude resolution (- 25 km): Côté et al., 1998a; Charron et al., 
2012). While the time period used to train the observation operators is different from 
that used in the assimilation experiments (November 2012 to June 2013 vs. February 
2011 ), the forecasts are generated using the same model configuration. 
3.4.2. Training and statistical robustness of statistical operators 
Eight months (November 2012 to June 2013) of near-surface wind forecasts and 
observations are used to assess the statistical robustness of different GMOS 
architectures (varying the number of grid-points used). The diminishing return 
achieved from increasing the length of the training period is evaluated using the 
innovation bias and STD calculated on an independent dataset. For each case, at least 
1 month of data is kept for validation . This evaluation was repetitively performed 
using observations from different seasons. Results are insensitive to the season used 
for both training and validation. Figure 3.3 shows the average diminishing return 
achieved when using a longer training period. 
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Figure 3.3: 10 m wind components innovation (observed minus background states) bias and 
STD as a function of the training dataset length using Bilin , Bilin coupled with a 
MOS, and GMOS. The number of grid-points used for the GMOS operators is 
specified in parentheses (e .g. 2x2 when using the 4 nearest grid-points). 
Figure 3.3 indicates that both MOS and GMOS signifi cantly reduce the innovation 
STD with respect to Bilin. ln genera l, a GMOS approach using more grid-poi nts 
performs sli ghtly better than the simpler ones. However, the added complexity 
requires more training data to fit the additiona l coefficients. When applied to an 
independent dataset, the so lutions from the geo-statistical operator using N xN gr id-
points genera lly diverge w hen using less than N/2 months of training data and 
converge towards a robust so lution w hen us ing at !east N months of data. The 
introduction of a statist ical amplitude error correcti on (MOS) in the observation 
operator does reduce the innovation STD (- 0.3 ms- 1). When properly trained (trai ning 
dataset ~ N months), the multi gr id-po int approach (GMOS) further reduces this 
cr iteria by - 0.1 ms-1• Both stat istical operators (MOS and GMOS) also significantly 
reduce the bias (Figure 3.3, a). However, the bias obta ined with MOS on ly becomes 
comparable w ith GMOS when a suffic iently large training period is used (~5 
months) . Thi s is due to GMOS abi lity to select the most representative gr id-point. For 
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a proper companson between the various operators, the GMOS architecture using 
2x2 grid-points is employed hereafter. In this case the MOS and GMOS operators use 
the same forecast grid-points as Bilin. This is also the simplest and most robust 
GMOS scheme. 
3.4.3. Temporal variability 
lt is known that simple averaging methods such as Bilin or MOS reduce the forecast 
variability (smoothing effect). Table 3.1 compares the mean on-site observation and 
forecast standard deviation (so-called temporal variability) for the different operators 
to show that GMOS does not have this limitation. Results confirm that both Bilin and 
MOS smooth the forecasts and increase the difference between forecast and observed 
temporal variability. On the other hand, GMOS decreases this difference. By using 
amplitude coefficients, the sum of the weights attributed to the surrounding grid-
points is not always equal to 1 when using GMOS. This operator is thus able to use 
the most representative forecast points and modulate their signal to adjust the forecast 
temporal variability towards the natural on-site observation variability. 
3 .4.4. Representativeness error correction 
To assess the error reduction achieved (Figure 3.3) when using these different 
observation operators, the innovation d is used . lt is defined as 
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where observations (y) are compared to the background state (Xb) usmg an 
observation operator H. The subscript t denotes the true state in either the observation 
or madel space (y, and x, respectively) . Expressi ng the innovation (d) in terms of 
measurement, representativeness and background errors (Em = y - Yt, E,. = y, - H(Xt) 
and Eb = Xb - Xt respectively) , the innovation variance is statisticall y decomposed in 
terms of measurement, representativeness and background error variances. Therefore, 
( ( d - (d)f ( d-(d))) = tr( ( ( d -(d) )( d -(d) f)) 
= tr ( ( E 1111 E ~ ;,; )) + tr ( ( E 1 r E ~ ~· ))+ tr ( H ( E 16 E ~~ ) H T) 
' 
where E 1 is the unbiased component of the error. Thi s expression is equivalent to 
(3.1) as the observation error is genera lly considered to include both the measurement 
and representativeness errors ( ( E 10 E ~: ) = ( E 1"' E ·;,; ) + (EIr E·~· ) for uncorrelated 
measurement and representativeness errors). 
Table 3.1 : Mean on-site wind component observation and forecast standard deviation 
using different observation operators : Bil in, MOS, and GMOS. 
Dataset Variance (ms-1) Difference (ms-1) 
Observation 3.78 -
Bilin 3.28 0.50 
MOS 3. 19 0.59 
GMOS 3.98 -0.20 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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The same observations and background fields are used when computing the 
innovations for each observation operator and the measurement error variance 
remains the same. However, the error variance of the interpolated background values 
is influenced by the observation operator used through H ( r. 6r.r) H T = HBHT, where 
8 is the background error covariance matrix. Considering that GMOS amplitude 
coefficients are used to adjust the forecast temporal variability to best fit the 
observations, the sum of weights attributed to the surrounding grid-points is not 
always equal to 1 (as opposed to Bilin). When computing HBHT, the background 
error variance in observation space is 42% smaller on average for the GMOS than for 
Bilin. A global influence coefficient (a.) is therefore introduced to account for the 
observation operator influence on HBHT such that tr(HBHT) = L:«a;. 
Using tr(HBHT) = L da; in (3.5) , the representativeness error statistics are 
obtained by subtracting the measurement and background error variances from the 
innovation variance. From Figure 3.3, the innovation STD is reduced from 2.04 to 
1.65 ms- 1, which corresponds to a 'variance reduction of 1.46 m2s-2• Following Eq . 
(3.5), this significant variance reduction is attributed to a reduction ofthe background 
error variance in observation space and a reduction of the representativeness error 
variance by the GMOS operator (0.47 m2s-2 and 0.99 m2s-2 respectively). These 
results indicate that the GMOS operator provides significantly lower 
representativeness errors compared to Bilin (globally, (J,. = 1.21 and 1.42 ms- 1 
respectively) . 
To better understand the error correction provided by GMOS, innovations are 
computed for each of the 545 observation sites. Figure 3.4 presents the frequency 
distribution of the innovation STD for 0.1 ms- 1 bin intervals . When comparing the 
frequency distribution of both Bi lin and GMOS operators, the improvement using the 
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geo-stati sti cal operator is systemati c (~0.4 ms- 1) . Sites that featured the highest 
innovati on STD when using Bilin are also the most improved by the GM OS operator 
(observation error reduced by ~ 1 ms- 1) . These specifi e sites (36 stations in total) are 
plotted on a World map in F igure 3.5 . 
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Figure 3.4: Frequency distribution of the wind components innovation STD for the 545 
SYNOP stations using either Bilin or GMOS operator. 
From Figure 3.5, it is clear that the GMOS operator has a s ign ifi cant impact on 
coastal sites, small islands and shore line of major ri vers. A Iso, a number of airports, 
sma ll farming/desert v illages (some sites in Russia, Germany and China) and 
relatively dense urban environments (some sites in Russ ia, Bangladesh and 
Kazakstan) are significantly impacted by the use of GMOS. These sites are located in 
complex env ironments hav ing inhomogeneous surface roughness that the NWP 
model cannot reproduce accurate ly. S ites on shorelines also generall y suffer from 
high representativeness errors as coastal NWP grid-points use aggregated surface 
fluxes and roughness, thus combining land and sea fl ow characte ri sti cs. 
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Figure 3.5: Spatial distribution of the sites benefitting from a significant observation errer 
STD reduction (!:J.a0 :::: 1 ms-1) using the GMOS operator as opposed to Bilin. 
When decreasing the observation error reduction threshold from 1.0 ms-1 to 0.5 ms- 1 
(not shown) the number of impacted sites increases significantly (from 36 to 139 sites 
out of 545) and includes complex mountainous areas (e.g.: Himalayas, Rocky 
Mountains, Alps, Ural , Drakensberg, Carpathian Mountains). On the other hand, 
differences between modeled and observing site topographie height, as weil as mode! 
height variability around the forecast site do not appear to have direct correlations 
with the error correction (not shown). It is hard to attribute GMOS improvements to a 
specifie geographie parameter as its benefits are site dependent. But, it is clear that 
the mode! cannot reproduce abrupt topographie changes because of its limited 
horizontal resolution (0.35°x0.23 ° here). In most cases, GMOS helps cope with such 
misrepresentation by giving more weight to the most representative grid-points of a 
given site. Hence, it appears that GMOS is mainly correcting for representativeness 
errors related to surface roughness, coasta l effects and terrain complexity, but the 
improvements are not directly related to the topographie height itself. 
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3.4.5. Observati on error stati stics 
The method proposed by Desroziers et al. (2005) can be used to assess the error 
covariance matrices used in data ass imilation systems. This method needs to be 
applied iterati vely (which is computationall y expensive) and the outputs of the 
method significantly vary depending on the set of observation types ass imilated in the 
system. To be properl y applied, the Desroz iers method needs to be perfo rmed whit e 
ass imilating ali observation types, which is beyond the scope of thi s study. Therefore, 
the evaluation of the observation error stati stics is simply based on the innovation 
variances fo llowing Eq. (3. 1), which is relativeiy straightforward . 
This methodology can prov ide s ite dependent error variances, which would be helpful 
to better represent th e local representativeness error related to the characteristics of 
the observation s ite. The establi shment of site dependent error statistics is beyond the 
scope of the present work and is examined in future work using coherent s ite 
dependent observation operators and error variances. Thus, a global observation error 
value is computed fo r each observation operator. lt should be noted that the error 
decomposition presented tn Secti on 3.4.4 is onl y used to examine the 
representat iveness error correcti on, not to establish Œo. 
As mentioned prev iously, both homogeneous and fl ow-dependent background error 
components from the operationa l systems (subscript op: CJ~ ) are sub-optimal near 
op 
the surface . To be consistent w ith these error statistics, the observati on error 
vari ances evaluated experimentait y (subscript ex: CJ~ .. ) are sca led as fo llows: 
(3.6) 
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Assuming the radiosonde observation error vanance 1s correctly prescribed, the 
resulting SYNOP wind observation error statistics ( CJ ) for Bi lin and GMOS 
oop 
operators are respectively 2.59 and 2.33 ms- 1 when using the static background error 
covariances ; 1.06 and 0.96 ms- 1 when using the flow-dependent covariances; and 1.98 
and 1.79 ms-1 when using the hybrid covariances . 
3.4.6. Tangent linear and adjoint models 
GMOS relies on linear regressions and the. derivation of its tangent linear and adjoint 
models is straightforward. In an incrementai data ass imilation system such as the 
4DEnVar, the analysis increment is computed at a lower horizontal resolution with 
respect to the resolution of the background state used to calcu late the innovation 
vector. The basic analys is cost function J(x) is 
and in its incrementai form , J(x) becomes JL(bx ) fo ll owing 
where Xb stands for the background state, bx = (x - Xb) is the analysis increment, y' = 
y - H(Xb) represents the innovation vector, white the terms 8 and R represent 
respectively the background and observation error covariances matrices. In the 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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incrementa i fo rm, the observati on operato r H is replaced by its Jacobian linearized 
around the background state, denoted by H ', for the interpolati on of the analys is 
increment (Gauthi er et al., 2007). Since the GMOS coefficients are computed from 
hi storical high-reso lution innovations, they cannot be di rectl y used to inte rpolate the 
law-reso lution increments to the observation site. Therefore, in the minimization 
process, the law-reso lution increments are locall y interpolated on the high reso lution 
grid us ing Bilin and then interpolated to the observation site using the GMOS 
operator such as 
H'(ox) = aH (L(ox )) 
a x 
By proceeding thi s way, the analys is cost function is consistent w ith the fact that, 
once computed, the law-reso lution analys is increment (axa) is interpo lated to the 
high-reso lution grid using Bilin (L) and added to the background fi e ld to generate the 
high reso lution analys is such as Xa = X b + L(ox). The minimization of the law-
reso lution cost function and the high reso lution analys is are mathematically 
consistent. This coherence also prevails in the appli cation contexts where GMOS is 
used as a post-p rocess ing module (e.g. fo recasts fo r w ind energy purposes) . W ith 
aH (L( ox)) = L Ai ( L,( ox) ) and OX = 8 112.; ' the implemented cost function is th us 
ax i 
(3.9) 
(3. 10) 
where A are the GMOS amplitude coefficients fo r either the zonal or meridional w ind 
component at the i 111 surrounding grid-point. 
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Eq. (3 .1 0) shows that, through the minimizati on process, the geo-stati stical 
observation operator a ll ows observations to influence consistentl y the innovati on and 
the propagati on of the info rmation. By constra ining the analys is increment using 
GMOS, observations ma inly affect the analys is grid-po ints that are the most 
representative of the observation site. Still , due to the lower reso lution increments, 
thi s heterogeneous impact is smoothed. 
3 .5 . Observati on error correlat ions 
Severa! methodologies based on innovati on and analys is res idual stasti stics have been 
developed to assess the observation error statistics ( e.g. Hollingsworth and Lonnberg, 
1986; Desroziers et al. , 2005) . These studies assume observation errors are 
uncorrelated. _Here we propose a new approach in whi ch non-ass imilated co llocated 
observati ons are used to assess the representati veness error correlati ons associated 
with di ffe rent observation operators. 
To do thi s, only near-surface w ind observations from the SYNOP stations (ys) are 
ass imilated. The resulting analys is is x a = x6 + K( y 5 - H5 ( X6 )) , where Hs is the 
SYNOP wind observation operator and K = BH~ (Rs +H .BH~f 1 represents the gain 
matrix associated w ith the ass imilati on of near-surface data. Taking Hs and 8 as 
g iven, the analys is error is estimated by comparing the analys is to non-ass imilated 
co llocated radiosonde observations (YR) fo r an independent eva luation. Although Ys 
and YR are horizontall y and temporall y co ll ocated, they differ as w inds are measured 
w ith different instruments at di ffe rent heights. The analys is quali ty is estimated from 
the analysis res iduals, or analys is departures w ith respect to the radioso nde data 
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( a R =y11 -HR(xa) , where HR is the radiosonde wind observation operator). The 
analysis error variance defi nes the error metric Err( êl,s, r,) used to assess the 
representativeness error correlations associated with different observation operators. 
Err( êl,s, rJ is a function of the surface observation error variance prescribed in the 
data assimilation system ( â-;s) and the representativeness error correlations (rr) such 
as 
Err( â-:,, r,) = ( (a R - (aR)) T (a R - (aR))) = tr ( (a R - (aR)) (a 11 - (aR)) r) (3 .Il) 
Since the analysis departures can be represented using information concerning the 
background error (Eb = Xb- Xt) and the observation error (Eo = y - Yt) , this yie lds 
a R= Y R- H R(xb + K(y s - Hs(x b))) 
=(y R -H~~ (xb ))-(HRK(Ys -Hs(Xb))) 
=(Eon -H11 E6 )-H11 K(E0s -HsE6 ) (3.12) 
The observation error variances prescribed in the data assimilation system ( R ) may 
not be optimal: they may differ from the real observation error variances (estimated 
in Section 3.4.5) defined as Rs = ( E 'os E ·:s ) , where E~, is the unbiased component of 
the error. This is why they are both accounted for independently. Moreover, as the 
surface and radiosonde measurement (nea:rest to the surface) are geographical ly very 
close, they are impacted by the same representativeness error associated with sub-grid 
scale variability. They may be correlated and this needs to be taken into account. It is 
shown in the Appendix that 
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(3.13) 
where r,. is the representativeness error correlation parameter and a is the coefficient 
introduced to account for the influence of the observation operator (H) on the 
background error (8) through the term HBHT. Setting the derivative of 
Err( ~s , r,) with respect to ~s to zero yields 
(3.14) 
The representativeness error correlation (r,.) must be assessed with caution as it does 
affect the optimality of the observation error variance prescribed ( ~s ) to the system. 
This means that, without considering r,. explicitly, both the analysis error and the 
optimal observation error cannot be calculated using (3.14). On the other hand, using 
Ob, (Jm and (J,. as estimated in Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, it is possible to assess the 
representativeness error correlations associated with different observation operators 
by fitting Err( ~s , r,) to experimental results . 
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3.6. Evaluation of the impact of observation operators 
The analysis error metric Err( êl, , r,) defined in Section 3.5 is compared with 
s 
experimental results to evaluate the impact of the various observation operators on 
analyses and assess the representativeness error correlations . For each set of 
experiments, the prescribed observation en·ors value ( êl,s) is varied (from 0.1 ms·1 to 
10 ms-1) to make a fit consistent with Eq . (3 .13). Although experiments are performed 
using different background error statistics (static, dynamic, and hybrid) , only the 
results for the static background error covariance matrix are presented to evaluate the 
observation operators in a simplified context. The resulting 60 analysis experiments 
performed are listed in Table 3.2. As this study focuses on Bilin and GMOS, these 
operators present 19 experiments each, whereas Bilin + bias correction and Bilin + 
MOS only have 11. 
The same operational background fields are used for ali experiments to study the 
impact of near-surface wind observations on the analysis in a simplified context. The 
fact that the analyses are not cycled allows performing experiments in a controlled 
environment, but does omit the cumulative impact from the observations. Each 
analysis experiment is conducted over a one mon th period (February 2011) 
assimilating only near-surface wind observations from the 545 SYNOP stations 
collocated with radiosondes. Analyses are produced twice daily considering only 
observations in the middle of the 6 h assimilation window. To ensure a good quality 
control , gross error check, background check and variational quality control are 
systematically applied on ali datasets . The background check is always performed 
using Bilin to ensure that ali experiments benefit from the same observations and to 
avoid feedback between the quality control and the statistical correction performed 
(from the statistical coefficient training: Auligné and McNally, 2007). 
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Table 3.2: Configuration of the 60 analysis experiments performed. For each observation 
operators implemented , the different observation error value and background 
error matrix prescribed to the data assimilation system as weil as the number of 
experiments are listed. 
Number of Observation errors values Background Opera tor 
experiments ( ô-;;s ms-t) error 
0.1, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5 , 1.75 , 2.0, 2.25, Stati c 
Bilin 19 2. 5, 2.75 , 3.0, 3.25, 3.5 , 3.75, 4.0, 
4.25, 4.5 , 6.0, 8.0, 10.0 
Bilin +bias 0.1 , 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, Static 
correction 11 6.0, 8.0, 1 0.0 
0.1, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 , 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, Static Bilin + MOS 1 1 6.0, 8.0, 10.0 
0.1 , 1.0, 1.25 , 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.25, Static 
GMOS 19 2.5 , 2.75, 3.0, 3.25, 3.5, 3.75 , 4.0, 
4.25, 4.5, 6.0, 8.0, 10.0 
The resulting analyses are verified against coll ocated radiosonde data fo r an 
independent validati on. Results are compared to the estimated analysis error from Eq. 
(3 .1 3). Figure 3.6 presents the analysis error STD from both the analys is experiments 
and the analytical derivation. As mentioned in Secti on 3.5 , the analyt ical results 
depend on the correlation of representativeness error between winds from SYNOP 
and radiosonde stati ons. Figure 3.6 presents results fo r different representativeness 
error correlation coeffi cients (rr = 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0) and also gives the rr value that 
provide the best fi t w ith experimental results. 
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Figure 3.6 shows that when using a high observation error variance value (ô-~ ) , the 
observations have a relatively law impact and the analysis remains close to the 
background state. At the point where the optimal O"o is reached (as defined in Section 
3.4), the impact becomes maximal and the independent analysis departure is 
minimized . Also, when the observation error is further reduced, the analyses start 
degrading. Overall, the near-surface observations improve the local analyses when 
using the optimal value for ao' as validated against non-assimilated radiosonde 
observations. Still , the analysis departure appears to be smaller when using Bilin 
because the verification is not against observation with independent observation 
error. As mentioned m Section 3.5, it is misleading to evaluate the analysis error 
without considering r,. explicitly. To perform a fair evaluation of the different 
observation operators, only the representativeness error correlation coefficients (r,.) 
are compared. 
Figure 3.6 shows that the representativeness err·ors from bath observation types are 
highly correlated when using Bilin (r,. = 0.64). Because the near-surface radiosonde 
and SYNOP observations are nearly collocated , it is clear that they can bath suffer 
from similar representativeness error associated with local sub-grid scale effects (e.g. 
coastal effects). Still , the site dependent bias correction slightly reduces the 
representativeness error correlation (r,. = 0.58). On the other hand, when using 
GMOS, Figure 3.6 shows that the representativeness error correlations are 
significantly reduced tor,.= 0.22. Similar results are obtained when coupling aMOS 
to Bilin (r,. = 0.23). It was shawn previously that the multi-point scheme further 
reduces the representativeness error (Figure 3.3), but as the correlation between the 
representativeness errors is already small when using MOS, the additional 
improvement using GMOS is slight in Figure 3.6. Overall , the statistical error 
correction from either MOS or GMOS improves the average fit to the observations. 
Their representativeness error reduction also attenuates the near-surface wind 
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observati on error correlation with the representati veness en·ors from radiosonde 
observations. 
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between the wind errer metric (lines) and experimental results 
(symbols) for different obseNation operators : Bilin (a) , Bilin with bias correction 
(b) , Bilin with bath bias and ampl itude corrections from MOS (a), and GMOS (d). 
Results are plotted for different specified values of the representativeness 
correlation coefficients (r, = 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0) . The analysis errer variance is 
shawn as a function of the prescribed observation errer variance for each of the 
experiments. While the symbols represent the experimental results , the lines are 
the corresponding representation of the analysis errer variance from (3.13) 
evaluated for three values of the representative ness errer correlation. 
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3.7. Results from non-cycling assimilation experiments 
After performing the assimilation experiments with the observation error variance 
estimated in Section 3.4, the analyses are compared to collocated radiosonde 
observations. The departure STD is computed at different levels to evaluate the 
vertical impact from near-surface wind observations. Stations were first divided into 
two groups (inland 1 coastal), but as differences are not significant, the results are 
presented for ali the stations altogether. Figure 3. 7 shows vertical pro fi les of the 
analysis depatiure STD for cases using static, dynamic and hybrid background error 
statistics (using their optimal O"o). The analysis depatiure STD with respect to 
radiosonde observations is normalized by the innovation STD to condense the 
information. Results can thus be represented for ali vertical levels in the same figure. 
The 90% confidence intervals are also plotted to fully appreciate the improvement 
brought by the assimilation ofnear-surface wind observations. 
The confidence intervals (shaded areas) in Figure 3.7 show that results are highly 
variable, which makes it difficult to affirm that the 2 curves are significantly 
different. Subsequently, observation operators are not compared in this section. Only 
the vertical propagation is examined. When comparing the analysis to the collocated 
radiosonde observations, the static background error statistics propagate the near-
surface wind information up to 600 hPa and the impact is significantly positive in the 
ABL. However, the impact appears to be slightly negative between 600 and 900 hPa. 
As the static vertical correlation length does not account for the atmospheric stability, 
the analysis is degraded above the ABL where the correlations should vanish due to 
the decoupling with the free atmosphere. The flow-dependent error covariances 
provide a positive impact for ali verticallevels from the surface up to 750 hPa. Again, 
this improvement is significant in the ABL. By accounting for atmospheric stability, 
the flow-dependent error statistics limit the vertical propagation of the information 
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for stably stratified cases. As a result, the vertical propagation is slightly shallower 
(750 hPa vs . 600 hPa), but the impact is strictly positive. Also, by its flow 
dependency, the error statistics from ensembles give a more appropriate weight to 
both the background and observations, thus generally enhancing the analyses by 
approximately 1 % (except near the surface where the spread of the ensemble is 
lacking). For the hybrid formulation , the degradation from the static component 
above 900 hPa is compensated by the positive impact from the flow-dependent error 
covariance matrix. As expected, the hybrid configuration provides a positive impact 
from the surface up to 900 hPa, but does not yet seem as good as the flow-dependent 
configuration above 925 h.Pa. 
From the experiments using the static error covariance matrix, it is found that the 
near-surface cross-correlations between variables are very small as the impact from 
wind observations on temperature and humidity is negligible (not shown). The inter-
variable correlations are larger in the flow-dependent error statistics due to the 
dynamic coupling between wind and temperature variables. Still, the improvement 
brought by the assimilation of near-surface wind observations on temperature fields is 
small (.'S 2 % up to 750 hPa) and does not extend beyond the 90 %confidence interval 
(not shown) . Similarly, the correlations between wind and humidity fields are 
somewhat negligible. The hybrid formulation of the background error covariances 
presents similar behaviours, but with smaller amplitudes (not shown) due to the 
blending between flow-dependent and static error components. 
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Figure 3.7: Mean observation impact on wind components analysis (evaluated against 
radiosonde observations) for Bilin and GMOS operators. The dark (light) shaded 
areas present the 90 % confidence interval for the Bilin (GMOS) operator. From 
top to bottom , the panels show data assimilation results using static (a), dynamic 
(b), or hybrid (c) background error statistics. 
Given the fact that the vertical propagation of the information in the analysis is 
provided by the background error covariances, the use of different methods to 
generate these stat istics produces results that differ. Results show that flow-dependent 
background errors have sorne ability to reconstruct the vertical structure of the 
1.025 
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atmospheri c state us mg near-surface observations whereas static covan ances has 
more limited vert ical propagation capabili t ies. A fa ir number of studi es draw similar 
conclusions for the assimilation of surface press ure using either EnKF (Whitaker et 
al. , 2004; A nderson et al. , 2005 ; Compo et al. , 2006) or 3D-Var (B engtsson et al., 
2004) data ass imilation systems. Thi s di ffe rence shows that both the va lidation 
method using independent observations and the observati on operator performances 
depend on the background erro r used. Still , in most cases, results show that the 
vert ical correction fro m the data ass imilation experiments concurs w ith non-
ass imilated radi osonde observations. 
To assess how the observation operators affect the system biases, monthly mean 
analys is increments are calculated fo r B i lin and GMOS operators. F igure 3.8 presents 
systemat ic zo nal wind analys is increments for both Bilin and GMOS operators. To 
properly understand what these results imply, the systematic analys is increments 
((6x)=(xa- xb)) are decomposed as (6x)=(K(y-H(x6 ))) , where X a, X b 
represent the ana lysis and the background state, y represents the ass imilated SYNOP 
observations, H is the near-surface w ind observation operator, ( .. . ) stands fo r the 
temporal statistica l average (monthly mean), and K represents the ga in matrix . 
Fo llowing Eq. (3 .4), it is expressed as a functi on of measurement, representativeness 
and background biases (Em Er and Eb respectively) such as 
(6x) =K((t 111 )+(t r)-(H(E6 ))) . Systematic analys is increments can be interpreted 
as a model space representation of the di ffe rences between systematic observation 
and background en·ors. 
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Figure 3.8: Mean zonal wind analysis increments for Bilin (a) and GMOS operators (b). 
Figure 3.8 shows that w hen us ing Bilin (a), observations located in coastal tropical 
sites (e.g. in the western Pacifie, Caribbean, etc.) cause large systematic analys is 
increments (dark shaded areas) as noted in Ingleby (20 14). However when usi ng the 
GMOS operators (b ), these systemat ic increments are significantly reduced for most 
s ites. This indicates that the data assi milation scheme (through GMOS) accounts for 
-0 .5 
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systematic differences between local observations and corresponding large scale 
background states (especially for coastal tropical sites). The bias correction provided 
by the GMOS operator al lows an observation not having the same bias as the NWP 
mode] to be more effective ly assimi lated. 
The mean analysis increments STD are also smal ler when using GMOS rather than 
Bilin (0.67 ms- 1 vs. 0.79 ms- 1). This indicates that, although the innovation is smaller, 
the data assimi lation system is sti Jl capab le of efficiently using the information 
brought by the observations. The fact that GMOS can produce a good quality analysis 
while producing relatively smaller increments than Bilin indicates that GMOS is Jess 
prone to generate imbalances in the resulting analysis because this operator provides 
a better correspondence between background fields and observations. 
3.8. Conclusions 
This study aims at improving the lower tropospheric analyses by making a better use 
of near-surface wind observations over land. More spec ifically , the objective of this 
study is to: understand the observation impact on the analysis , point out aspects of the 
data assimi lation system that need to be improved, and increase the consistency 
between the analyses and forecasts . Previous works have shown that the. 
representativeness and systematic errors associated with the observation operator are 
important limitations in this field. To cope with such misrepresentation issues, a geo-
statistical observation operator is introduced based on GMOS, including bias and 
representativeness error corrections. A new observation error correlation evaluation 
method based on independent observations is also proposed. 
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An evaluation based on observations innovations shows that the GMOS operator has 
the ability to correct for representativeness en·ors and background errors in the 
observation space. These improvements are related to surface roughness and coastal 
effects and allow GMOS to better represent the meteorological phenomena onsite. 
While being consistent with forecast post-processing modules, it is shown that 
GMOS provides a significant reduction of the innovation bias and STD (- 0.1 and 
- 0.4 ms· '). Results also show that such statistical methods are sensitive to the amount 
of training data used. ln this case, when using at !east N months of data, the training 
algorithm provides robust statistical coefficients to the GMOS architecture using 
N xN grid-points. 
Results from non-cycling data assimilation experiments show that the background 
state and observations are generally more cons istent when using the GMOS operator 
rather than Bilin. By using the most representative forecast points, the GMOS 
operator pushes the forecast variability towards the natural on-site variability rather 
than smoothing the forecast. Results also indicate that, by removing spurious signa l 
from representativeness errors, GMOS has the ability to diminish the observation 
error variances and prevent analysis biases. When evaluated against radiosonde 
observations, GMOS and Bilin operators produce relatively good quality near-surface 
wind analysis (in terms of STD). However, the fact that GMOS accounts for biases, 
while producing relatively smaller increments than Bilin, indicates that GMOS is Jess 
prone to generate strong perturbations in the resulting analysis and al lows an 
observation not on the mode! attractor to be more effectively assimilated . 
The analysis skill in the lower troposphere, measured against non-assimilated 
radiosonde observations, is increased by 0 to 10 % when assimilating SYNOP wind 
observations. When assessing the vertical correction against non-assimilated 
radiosonde observations, it is found that flow-dependent background error 
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covariances from the EnKF allow for a better vertical propagation of the information 
in the vertical than static (NMC) error statistics. Also, by its flow-dependency, the 
error statistics from the EnKF give a more appropriate weight to both the background 
and observation fields, thus generally enhancing the analyses by - 1 %. Using these 
error statistics, the vertical correction from data assimilation experiments extends 
from the surface up to 750 hPa (900 hPa using the hybrid error covariances) and 
generally concurs with the radiosonde observations. 
Results illustrate the importance of the representativeness errors for near-surface 
wind observations. The value of such observations in a global data assimilation 
system depends on a proper treatment of these errors . The implementation of a geo-
statistical observation operator that corrects for representativeness error by giving 
more weight to the forecast point that best reproduces the natural on-site variability 
(as measured by the observations) is a major step in this direction. The analysis 
improvements provided by SYNOP wind observations show the value of near-surface 
wind measurements. Such observations appear to be a complementary source of 
information to provide NWP models with improved initial conditions. The simplified 
context of this paper (using only SYNOP stations collocated with radiosonde 
observations) does not allow evaluating the observation impact on forecasts. 545 
stations distributed globally are not enough to make significant differences on 
forecasts . This is the scope of a subsequent paper where - 5000 global SYNOP 
stations are used in observing system experiments to evaluate the observation impact 
on forecast. By evaluating the temporal and horizontal propagation of the 
information , this study will show that improvements can be achieved in observation 
dense environment (e.g. Europe). Quality control issues related to near-surface wind 
observations will also be assessed in this subsequent study. 
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Appendix 
W h en decomposing the errors in mean and perturbation patts ( E = ( E) + E' ), 
Err( ê?;s, r,) is no longer bias dependent as 
(3 .15) 
Combining equations (3.11) and (3.15), it is possible to distinguish the respective 
contribution of the different error sources to the error metric Err( ê?;s, r,). Usi ng the 
definitions Rs =(E~s E~ ) and RR =(E~. E~ ) and assuming the background and 
observation error to be uncorrelated 
(3.16) 
lt is assumed that the observat ion error for radiosonde data ( E0 • ) and surface data 
( E
05
) are impacted by a similar representativeness error (Er) associated with sub-grid 
scale variabi lity near the ABL. As Liu and Rabier (2002) showed that it is important 
to account for the corre lation of representativeness errors from nearby observations, 
( E~. E~: ) is considered having a non-nu li va lue. Th us, as measurement errors (Em) are 
uncorrelated for surface and radiosondes observations ( E0 and E0 respectively), S R 
( E~. E~: ) becomes a function of the representativeness erro rs (E,.) as 
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(3.17) 
Assuming that a bilinear interpolation has no influence on the background error (e.g. 
when assimilating radiosonde observations), general background error variances (Œb2) 
are imposed such as 
(3.18) 
This hypothesis appears reasonable as the wind components are directly related to 
madel variab les. However, considering that the background error variance is 
influenced by the amplitude correction from the statistical observation operators used 
to assimilate SYNOP observations (namely GMOS), the background error variance in 
observation space becomes 
(3.19) 
where a is a coefficient introduced to account for the influence of the observation 
operator on HBHT. From Section 3.4.3, a= 0.76 (1.0) when using the GMOS (Bilin) 
operator. Given the proximity of the surface and radiosonde data location, the vertica l 
background error correlation (rv) is approximately equal to 1 in the 4DEnVar 
covariance matrices and tr(HJ3H~) = L:rpbR ao-bs ~ Lrva~ ~ L:a~. Renee, the 
expression HJ< becomes 
(3.20) 
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Assuming that ali results evaluated at the radiosonde location can be bundled together 
as samples ofthe same situation, (3 .16) can be simplified to 
Err ( ô-~s , r,) = L 
(3.21) 
The representativeness error covariance can then be rewritten as a function of the 
representativeness correlation parameter (rr) and both representativeness error 
variances. Applying rr = ( E 'rs E ·~ ) /( crrs crrR) , the error metric becomes 
. (3.22) 
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CHAPTERIV. 
NEAR-SURFACE WIND DATA ASSIMILATION: 
TEMPORAL PROPAGATION OF THE ANAL YSIS INCREMENT AND 
MULTIV ARIA TE IMPACT ON FORECASTS 
This chapter presents a paper in preparation: 
Bédard J, Laroche S, Gauthier P. , 2015b. Near-surface wind data assimilation: 
temporal propagation of the analysis increment and multivariate impact on 
forecasts. In preparation. 
Th is paper focuses on the multivariate observation impact on forecasts and evaluates 
the temporal propagation of the information in the forecast system . The influence of 
different components of the assimilation and prediction systems (namely the 
background error statistics and boundary layer parameterization) is also examined to 
point out aspects that need to be improved to make a better use of near-surface wind 
observations. The fu ll observation impact from 4942 surface synoptic stations is 
evaluated through observing system experiments with the operational system to show 
the value of near-surface wind measurements for short-term tropospheric forecasts. 
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Abstract 
This study revisits the assimilation of near-surface wind observations over land to 
assess its multivariate impact as weil as the temporal evolution of the analysis 
increments within the model. Aiming to improve nowcasting and short-term 
tropospheric wind forecasts , a geo-statistical observation operator (GMOS) is also 
introduced and compared with the conventional bilinear interpolation scheme (Bilin). 
Without cycling, results from assimilating only wind data from 4942 SYNOP stations 
show that very short-term near-surface wind forecasts are improved when using 
GMOS. The local impact decreases over time and is only significant for a forecast 
lead time of 6 h or shorter. Initial model tendencies indicate that, when using flow-
dependent error statistics, most of the analysis increment is propagated as it modifies 
both wind and mass fields in a coherent way through multivariate covariances. When 
using static error covariances the mass field is not significantly altered and the 
boundary layer parameterization and orographie blocking schemes damp the poorly 
balanced increment locally. The use of proper background error statistics is crucial to 
produce sustainable impacts on the atmospheric forecasts. Also, the increment 
produced when using GMOS is in better agreement with the model stated and the 
information persists longer in the system. The use of near-surface winds (with 
GMOS) in a more realistic context where the mass field is constrained with surface 
pressure observations provides upper-air improvements in terms of wind speed bias. 
Results from cycling observing system experiments (assimilating near-surface wind 
data and ali the other types of observations used operationally) are generally neutral. 
Encouragingly, for specifie cases, forecasts and analyses from GMOS (Bilin) were 
found to be more (less) coherent than those from the control experiment (in which no 
wind observations are assimilated over land) as the information from the observation 
is (is not) propagated in time. 
Keywords: Initial systematic tendencies, Site dependent observation error statistics, 
Background error covariances, Atmospheric boundary layer parameterization, Upper-
air verification, Evaluation against own analyses. 
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4.1. Introduction 
In a continuous effort to improve shot1 term wind forecasts for different applications 
( e.g. wind energy, airport operations, road and construction site secut"ity, recreational 
activities, etc.), recent studies were made trying to assimilate near-surface wind 
observations over land in relatively simplified context (Hacker and Snyder, 2005 ; 
Hacker and Rostkier-Edelstein, 2007; Hacker et al., 2007; Dong et al. , 2010; 
Rostkier-Edelstein and Hacker, 2010; Zack et al., 2010; Zack et al. , 2011; Ancell et 
al. , 20 15). Using a single column mode!, Rostkier-Edelstein and Hacker (20 1 0) 
showed that improvements in the assimilation of surface observations can 
meaningfully improve nowcasting capabilities. Similarly, by performing observation 
targeting experiments to assess forecast sensitivity to wind observations, Zack et al. 
(20 1 0) showed th at near-surface wind forecasts ( up to 3 h lead ti me) are sensitive to 
local low leve! wind initial conditions. Zack et al. (20 11) th en showed that near-
surface local wind nowcasting capabilities can be improved by assimilating synthetic 
observations from tai! anemometer towers. By assessing the observation impact on 
wind forecasts over Texas and Oklahoma using different assimilation systems, Ancell 
et al. (2015) showed that assimilating real near-surface wind observations improved 
wind nowcasting capabilities (up to 6 h). Improvements appeared to be more 
significant when using an assimilation system based on an EnKF rather than a 3D 
variational system (3DVAR). As surface observations have smaller correlation with 
the flow aloft compared to integrated variables such as surface pressure, their impact 
on analyses varies depending on the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) coupling 
with the flow a loft ( e.g. , atmospheric stability) and this may 1 imit the use of 
stationary background error covariances which are based on globally homogeneous 
correlations and simple balance relationships. When using an Ensemble Kalman 
Filter (EnKF) to sample the flow dependent (in time and space) and multivariate 
background error covariances, the assimilation of near-surface observations improved 
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temperature, humidity and winds profil es and the info rmati on propagates through the 
cycling of the data ass imilation system (Hacker and Rostkier-Edelste in, 2007). Still , 
resul ts showed to be sensit ive to the way fl ow dependent error statist ics a re handled 
by the ass imilation system (Hacker et al. , 2007). 
Whil e resul ts indicate that near-surface observations (including winds) are effective 
at constraining the state of the ABL (Hacker and Snyder, 2005) and whil e synthetic 
near-surface wind observations can p rov ide s ignificant forecast improvements for 
areas with poor low-level data coverage (Dong et al., 2010), ass imilating near-surface 
w ind observat ions over land in a reali sti c context remains a challenging task because 
such observations tend to sample fine scales which are not expli cit ly reso lved by 
N umerica l Weather Predict ion (NWP) models. Although many near-surface wind 
observations (over land) are ava ilabl e from the g loba l observ ing system, th ey had not 
been used in most data ass imilation systems until recentl y due to the di screpancy 
between the characteri stics of the measured and fo recasted variables. T he model 
mi srepresentation of surface characteristics generates so-called representativeness 
errors . lngleby (201 4) showed that biases and representativeness errors limit the 
global infl uence of near-surface w ind observat ions on operational fo recasting 
systems. W inds from small is lands, sub-grid scale headlands and over land 
throughout the tropics are still excluded from the UK Met Office data ass imilati on 
system, whil e other operationa l systems s impl y black li st ali w ind observati ons fro m 
land stations (e.g. , Env ironment Canada, hereafter EC). Similarly, as presented by 
Benj amin et al. (2007, 20 10), the NCEP Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) uses strict 
quali ty contro l checks to prevent degrading the near-surface wind analyses due to 
representativeness errors. 
Bédard et al. (20 15a) addressed representativeness and systemat ic error Issues by 
developing a geo-stati stical observation operator based on a multiple grid-po int 
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approach call ed GMOS (Geophys ical Mode! Output Stati sti cs : Bédard et al., 201 3). 
They examined the impact of near-surface w ind observations (over land) on analyses 
using 454 surface synopti c (SYNOP) stations co ll ocated w ith radi oso nde 
observations. The GMOS operator has been tested and compared with the results 
obta ined from a conventional bilinear interpo lati on scheme used in most fo rward 
operators for in situ observations (hereafter, Bilin) . As local representativeness errors 
assoc iated with local sub-grid scale effects are accounted fo r, co llocated observati on 
error corre lati ons are significantly reduced when using GMOS operator with respect 
to Bilin . Also, the bi as correcti on prov ided by GMOS allows the observations to be 
more effectively ass imilated. By attributing hi gher weights to the most representative 
grid-points and by taking into account the natural on-s ite vari abili ty, GMOS better 
represents meteoro logical phenomena locall y. By extension, if the surrounding grid 
points are onl y weakl y representative, GMOS w ill g ive a reduced weight to the 
observation and its impact on ana lyses will be reduced. B y making background states 
and observations generally more consistent, GMOS produces relati ve ly smaller 
innovations and analys is increments than bilinear interpolation, and it is less prone to 
generating strong pett urbations in the resulting analys is . Yet, considering the 
simplified context of thi s prev ious study, the impact fro m such perturbations on 
forecasts and the value of near-surface w ind observat ions in a fo recasting system 
could not be eva luated. This is the scope of the present paper where near-surface 
wind observati ons from 4942 global SYNOP stations are ass imilated in the ensemble 
variati onal data ass imilati on system (4DEnYar) developed at EC (Buehner et al., 
201 3; 2015). 
The objective of this work is to understand the multi variate impact and the tempora l 
propagati on of the local ana lys is increment from ass imilating near-surface wind 
observati ons over land using the GMOS or Bilin operator in EC ' s g loba l N WP 
system. Simplified data ass imilati on experiments over a one-month period (February 
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2011 ) were first carried out in a non-cyc ling mod e, ass imilating only wind data from 
surface stations, to assess the influence of the background error stati stics and the 
diffe rent components of the N WP madel in a contro ll ed environment. The systematic 
madel initi al tendencies are used to assess the influence of the boundary layer 
parameterizati ons and the background error covariances on the temporal evo lution of 
the analys is increment. Quality control issues related to near-surface wind 
observations are also examined . The second part of this paper focuses on results from 
real istic observing system experiments (OSE) to assess the observation impact on 
short-term tropospheric fo recasts in the context of a data ass imilation cycle. 
Section 4.2 introduces the characteristics of the ass imilation system, Secti on 4.3 
presents the simplifi ed experiments and assoc iated results, and the results from the 
realistic OSEs are presented in Section 4.4 . A summary and conclusions are presented 
along w ith an outl ook in Secti on 4 .5. 
4.2. The data ass imilation system 
The operati onal 4DEn Var developed at EC is a state-of-the-art variational data 
ass imilati on system (Buehner et al. , 2013 ; 2015) that uses 4D ensemble-based fl ow 
dependent background error stati stics to produce 4D analys is increments. The 
background error statistics compri se a stati onary homogeneous (static) and a fl ow 
dependent (dynamic) component to produce spatiotemporal analys is increments. The 
stati c covariance co mponent is estimated using the NMC method (Parrish and Derber, 
1992; Gauthier et al., 1998) and the fl ow dependent component uses 256 ensemble 
members from EC ' s operational Ensemble Kalman F ilter (EnKF) (Houtekamer et al., 
2014). In the operati onal configurati on, the analys is increment is cornputed on a 
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800x400 gr id (- 50 km gr id spacing). The two background error components are 
blended equally below 40 hPa and gradually weighted towards the static error 
statistics above. However, the system can be run using only the static or the EnKF 
background error components. This feature is convenient to test the impact of the 
different background-en·or components on the propagation of the information. 
4.2.1. Geo-statistical observation operator 
By combining a multiple grid-point approach with statistical error corrections, 
GMOS takes advantage of the correlation between resolved scales and unresolved 
scales to correct the stationary and isotropie components of the systematic and 
representativeness error associated with local geographical characteristics (e.g. , 
surface roughness or coastal effects). Similar to Deng and Stull (2005), the idea 
behind this operator is that the nearest grid points may not properly represent an 
observing station, especially if the station is located on complex terrain or coastal 
sites. On the other band , amongst the surrounding grid points, there are generally one 
or severa! grid-points that are more representative of the observing site. Th us, GMOS 
uses a set of geo-statistical weights relating the most representative NWP grid-points 
to the observation site. 
The GMOS multi-point linear regression (HcMos) is formulated as 
HcMos(x) = L(A,x, )+ C 
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( 4.1) 
where x is either the latitudinal or longitudinal modeled w ind component, A;, the 
amplitude coeffi cients, and C the systematic error correction coeffici ent. The 
subscript i is the index of the 4 closest grid-points to the observing site in a 2x2 
square pattern. The systematic error coeffi cient corrects fo r biases whil e the 
amplitude coeffi cient adjusts the forecast vari ability to best fit observati ons. More 
details can be fo u nd in Bédard et al. (20 15a) . 
The observati ons from global surface synoptic (SYNOP) stations are used every 3 
hours in thi s study. To compute the stati stical coeffi c ients (A; and C), these 
observations are compared with corresponding short-range (0-12 hours) wind 
forecasts produced twice a day by EC ' s g lobal determini stic prediction system 
(Global Environmental Multiscale model at 0.35°x0.23° latitude 1 longitude 
reso lution (~2 5 km): Côté et al. , 1998a; Charron et al., 201 2, Zadra et al., 2014). 
Whil e the time period used to tra in the observation operators is diffe rent than for the 
ass imilation experiments, the fo recasts are generated us ing the same mode l 
configuration. 
4.2.2. Observation quality control 
Sorne of the stations do not prov ide data fo r sorne periods of time, wh ile many others 
only report irregularl y. The quality contro l of the observations systematica ll y applies 
a gross error check and a background check, w hile a variati onal qua lity contro l is 
present at the ass imilation stage . These tests are also perfo rmed on the training 
dataset as GMOS relies on the ava ilability of a relati ve ly large amount of good 
quality data to tra in its statistical coefficients (Bédard et al., 2013, 201 5a). 
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A GMOS operator using a 2 x2 grid-point stencil requires a minimum of 2 months of 
training data. From the 8 months training dataset available (November 2012 to June 
20 13), 6 months are used to compute the statistical coefficients and 2 months are kept 
to evaluate the statistical robustness of the GMOS operator at each site. Sites where 
GMOS does not perform weil with the verifying dataset are considered to have too 
few observations to generate statistically robust coefficients. These stations, along 
with those not benefiting from a minimum of2 months of data are blacklisted. 
The background check is sensitive to the observation operator, and the set of 
statistical coefficients computed can be slightly biased by the operator used. The 
statistical coefficients are therefore obtained by an iterative process. The GMOS 
coefficients are used within the background check to filter out erroneous observations 
and then, the coefficients are recomputed . The coefficients rapidly converge towards 
stable values for most stations (e.g. after 2 or 3 iterations). A maximum of 10 
iterations is allowed to accommodate stations presenting fewer observations. Still, a 
few stations do not converge because the number of good observations is too small. 
In such case, a slight change in the coefficients may alter significantly the relative 
quantity of good data (from the few available). These stations are also blacklisted as 
they cannot provide robust coefficients to the geo-statistical operator. Although each 
experiment has its own quality control , the Bilin experiments use the same observing 
stations as the GMOS experiment to ensure that ali experiments benefit from the 
same amount of observations to perform a fair evaluation. The resulting 4942 
SYNOP stations are shown in Figure 4 .1. 
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Figure 4.1: Spatial distribution of the 4942 SYNOP sites considered in this study (black 
dots) . The rectangle refers to the area where the upper-air evaluation is 
performed. 
As opposed to other studies where near-surface wind observati on can be blackli sted 
based on a diffe rence between modeled and observed stat ion height, a li stations that 
passed the quality control ft re used and thus, ali surface w ind observations hav ing 
w ind speed above 1 ms- 1 are ass imilated (wind vane have a poor accuracy at w ind 
speed be low 1 ms-1: Bédard et al. , 2015a), prov ided that they pass the background 
check. 
4.2.3. Observation error stati stics 
GMOS reduces the representativeness part of the observat ion error, whi ch a Iso affects 
other co llocated observations such as low levet radiosonde data (Bédard et al., 
201 5a). In addition, GMOS removes the observation error bias. As representati veness 
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errors are related to the characteristics of the observation site, the error statistics 
computed from local innovation variances are site dependent. The observation error 
variances (a/ ) are computed (for each sites) using the optimal background error 
variances (for near-surface winds over land) to be used in the assimilation system 
(Œb2 : as computed in Bédard et al. , 2015a) following 
where observations (y) are compared with the background state (Xb) usmg an 
observation operator H Here, ( ... ) stands for the statistical average. Figure 4.2 shows 
the frequency distribution (0.05 ms-' bin intervals) of the site dependent error 
statistics (using GMOS) for the 4942 sites considered in this study. 
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Figure 4.2: Frequency distribution of the near-surface wind observation error statistics using 
the GMOS operator for the 4942 SYNOP stations considered in this study. 
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(4.2) 
When using GMOS rather than Bilin, Bédard et al. (2015a) showed that it is possible 
to diminish the global observation error statistics (cro) prescribed in the assimilation 
system from 1.98 ms-' to 1_79 ms-' on average. For GMOS cases, the site dependent 
error statistics described above are employed to be consistent with the fact that 
GMOS considers local representativeness en-ors. Bilin cases use a homogeneous 
value of 1.98 ms-' to be consistent with results from previous studies (Benjamin et 
al., 2007; 201 0; lngleby, 2014). 
4.2.4. Evaluation dataset 
Observations and analyses are used to evaluate the forecast departure bias and 
standard deviation (STD) and the impact of near-surface wind observations. SYNOP 
stations are used to evaluate local near-surface wind forecasts. Radiosonde profiles 
and analyses are used to diagnose both the mass (humidity, temperature and 
geopotential height) and wind fields at various vertical levels. Throughout this study, 
only scores for wind speed and geopotential height are presented because: 1) bias 
scores for temperature and humidity are neutra! , and 2) the STD for temperature and 
humidity are similar to those for geopotential height. While the near-surface wind 
evaluation is performed globally, upper-air diagnostics are only shown over Europe 
and neighboring countries where the SYNOP station density and their impact are the 
most significant (see Figure 4.1) . Figure 4.3 shows the 1487 SYNOP and 124 
radiosonde stations located in this area, which covers latitudes ranging from 30°N to 
70°N and longitudes ranging from 1 oow to 50°E . 
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Figure 4.3: Spatial distribution of the 1487 SYNOP sites (a: black dots) located in the 
selected domain. This area is densely observed and also includes 124 
radiosonde stations used for upper-air evaluation purposes (b: black stars) . 
4.3 . S implified ass imilation experiments 
The temporal p ropagation of the multi vari ate impact of the analyses on th e fo recasts 
are evaluated through data ass imilation experiments performed in a simp li fied and 
control led environment in which only wind data fro m surface stations are ass imilated. 
These non-cyc ling experiments use the same background fie lds prov ided by a full 
ass imilation cycle that did not ass imilate the near-surface wind data (for an obj ective 
comparison). The different experiments are described in Table 4. 1. 
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Table 4.1: Configuration of the 7 simplified data assimilation performed. Each experiment is 
listed along with its own combination of near-surface wind observation operator, 
background and observation error statistics prescribed to the data assimilation 
system as weil as assimilated observations. lt is also specified if the 
experiments are cycled or not. 
Sfc. wind Sfc. wind 
Experiment Cycling observation observation Background 0 bserva tio os 
na me opera tor errors errors considered 
(over land) (over land) 
Control experiment 
CNTRL No NIA NIA NIA None 
Bilin experiments 
BilinHybrid No Bi lin Homogeneous Hybrid SYNOP: winds 
GMOS experiments 
GMOSJ-Iybrid No GMOS Site dependent Hybrid SYNOP: winds 
GMOSEnKF No GMOS Site dependent En.KF SYNOP: winds 
GMOSNMC No GMOS Site dependent NMC SYNOP: winds 
Surface pressure experiments 
POEnKF No NIA NIA En.KF SYNOP: pressure 
PO+ SYNOP: 
GMOSEnKF No GMOS Site dependent En.KF pressure and 
winds 
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Two observation operators (Bilin and GMOS) were used to assimilate the near-
surface wind observations. The experiments are evaluated against the control run 
(CNTRL) which is a simple madel integration from the background field . Most 
experiments assimilated only wind observations from SYNOP stations over land . 
These globally distributed stations report 10 rn wind speed and direction every 3 h. 
The hybrid formulation of 4DEn Var was used first. Th en, to test the impact of 
multivariate covariances from the different background error components, other 
experiments were performed using either the NMC or the EnKF covariances. 
Additional experiments (PO and PO + GMOS EnKF) were performed to compare the 
impact of assimilating near-surface wind together with surface pressure observations. 
Each experiment was conducted over a period of one-month (February 2011). The 
analyses and subsequent 48 h forecasts were produced twice daily at 0000 and 1200 
UTC. The resulting forecasts are verified against the surface observations themselves 
and radiosonde profiles. A Iso, EC ' s digital filter was turned off to avoid filtering the 
analysis increment. 
4.3.1. Evaluation against near-surface wind observations 
GMOS is typically used for near-surface wind forecast post-processing (e.g., wind 
power forecasting). To show the improvement in the post-processing brought by 
GMOS, Figure 4.4 presents results from the CNTRL experiment when post-processed 
using both Bilin and GMOS (square and circle symbols respectively). The solid and 
dash lines present the forecast results for the BilinHybrid and GMOSHybrid experiments, 
respectively. It shows that GMOS produces significantly lower wind departure STD 
compared to Bilin and is better suited to compare madel states with near-surface wind 
observations from the same stations as those used for assimilation purposes. For this 
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reason and fo r consistency with the fo recast post-processing too ls, GMOS is used to 
evaluate the surface wind fo recasts aga inst SYNOP observati ons. 
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Figure 4.4: Wind speed departure STD as a function of forecast lead time for different 
experiments (CNTRL, Bilin and GMOS). Note that the CRTL experiment is post-
processed using both Bilin and GMOS in order to highlight the impact of the 
operator on post-processing . 
Figure 4.4 clearl y shows that the ass imilation of near-surface w ind observati ons is 
only beneficiai fo r fo recasts during the fi rst 6 h, which is consistent w ith the results of 
Ance ll et al. (2015). While the Bilin experiment improves the near-surface wi nd 
speed by 0.07 ms- 1 (at 0 h) over the CNTRL experiment, GMOS improvements are of 
0.1 3 ms-1• 
To better understand wh y the fo recast ski!! from the ass imilati on of near-surface wind 
observation vani shes so qu ickly, the mean evo lution of the forecast di ffe rences 
between CNTRL and the experiments (l lbV(t) ll) where cSV = ( 6u cSv f , is shown in 
Figure 4.5 using di fferent observation operators (Bilin and GMOS) and background 
error stati stics (Hybrid, NMC and EnKF) fo r the month ofFebruary 2011 . 
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Figure 4.5: Forecast differences (llûVII) between CRTL and the experiments (a: Bilin and b: 
GMOS) using different background error covariances (Hybrid , NMC and EnKF). 
Results are presented for the February 1 st run launched at 0000 UTC. The 
upper panels show the results over the whole 48 h forecast period while only the 
first 6 h are depicted in the lower panels . 
lt shows that GMOS (b) generates sma ller anal ysis increments than Bilin (a). This 
can be observed for the different experi ments with static, flow-dependent or hybrid 
background error covariances. For the EnKF cases, a greater fraction of the increment 
persists when using GMOS compared to Bilin (e.g. , the increment initial magnitude is 
reduced by 6% (14 %) during the first hour when using GMOS (Bilin)). The fact that 
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i n f o r m a t i o n  p e r s i s t s  l o n g e r  i n  t h e  s y s t e m  s u g g e s t  t h a t  t h e  i n c r e m e n t  p r o d u c e d  w h e n  
u s i n g  G M O S  a r e  i n  b e t t e r  a g r e e m e n t  w i t h  t h e  m o d e l  s t a t e .  T h e  N M C  e x p e r i m e n t s  
p r o d u c e  t h e  w o r s t  r e s u l t s  i n  w h i c h  t h e  r a p i d  f o r e c a s t  d i f f e r e n c e  r e d u c t i o n  ( s o - c a l l e d  
f o r e c a s t  c o n v e r g e n c e )  c o n f i r m s  t h a t  m o s t  o f  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  o b s e r v a t i o n s  i s  
d a m p e d  d u r i n g  t h e  f i r s t  6  h  o f  m o d e )  i n t e g r a t i o n .  U s i n g  t h e  E n K F  c o v a r i a n c e s  
p r o d u c e s  b e t t e r  r e s u l t s  a s  m o s t  o f  t h e  i n c r e m e n t  i s  p r o p a g a t e d  w i t h i n  t h e  f o r e c a s t .  I n  
t h i s  c a s e ,  t h e  f o r e c a s t s  o n l y  s l i g h t l y  c o n v e r g e  b e f o r e  d i v e r g i n g  d u e  t o  p e r t u r b a t i o n  
g r o w t h  w i t h i n  t h e  N W P  m o d e l .  B y  c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  h y b r i d  c a s e  a r e  
i n t e r m e d i a t e ,  b u t  a r e  r e l a t i v e l y  s i m i l a r  t o  N M C  a s  t h e  s t a t i c  v a r i a n c e s  a r e  l a r g e r  t h a n  
t h e  f l o w  d e p e n d e n t  o n e s  f r o m  t h e  E n K F .  
T o  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  i m p a c t  o f  t h e  d i f f e r e n t  b a c k g r o u n d  e r r o r  s t a t i s t i c s  o n  t h e  f o r e c a s t s  
c o n v e r g e n c e ,  t h e  m o m e n t u m  p r o g n o s t i c  e q u a t i o n  
a v  
- = T  + T  . + T  + T  + T  + T  
a t  a d v  c o n  p . g .  v . d .  o . h .  h . d .  
i s  s t u d i e d .  T h e  t e r m s  o n  t h e  r i g h t  h a n d  s i  d e  o f  E q .  (  4 . 3 )  a r e  t h e  t e n d e n c i e s  f r o m  
a d v e c t i o n  ( T a d v ) ,  C o r i o l i s  e f f e c t  ( T c o r i ) ,  p r e s s u r e  g r a d i e n t s  ( T p . g ) ,  v e r t i c a l  d i f f u s i o n  
( T v. d ) ,  o r o g r a p h i e  b l o c k i n g  ( T o b )  a n d  h o r i z o n t a l  d i f f u s i o n  ( T h. d )  t e r m s .  S i m i l a r  t o  
R o d w e l l  a n d  P a l m e r  ( 2 0 0 7 ) ,  t h e  s y s t e m a t i c  i n i t i a l  t e n d e n c i e s  i n  t h e  f i r s t  f o r e c a s t  t i m e  
s t e p s  a r e  q u a n t i f i e d  t o  a s s e s s  t h e  r e d u c t i o n  o f  t h e  f o r e c a s t  d i f f e r e n c e s .  A s  d e f i n e d  
p r e v i o u s l y ,  t h e  C N T R L  r u n  i s  s i m p l y  a  t i m e  i n t e g r a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  b a c k g r o u n d  f i e l d  
a n d  t h e  e x p e r i m e n t a l  r u n  i s  a  m o d e )  i n t e g r a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  a n a l y s i s .  l t  i s  d e f i n e d  a s  
V =  V~NTRL +  5 V  a t  ,  =  o ,  w h e r e  b V  i s  t h e  w i n d  a n a l y s i s  i n c r e m e n t  s u  c h  t h a t  
a V =  o ( V c N T R L  + b V )  
à t  à t  
8 4 .  
( 4 . 3 )  
( 4 . 4 )  
Considering that the analysis increment is sma ll , Eq. (4.4) can be expressed as 
The evolution of the forecast difference between CNTRL and the experiments 
(o(N)/ot) can then be estimated by projecting b(oV/ot) on bV wh ich approximates 
the evolution of the local analysis increments. This can exp lain the convergence of 
the forecasts during the first 6 h of mode! integration. Each component of Eq. ( 4.3) is 
computed at every station and every mode! ti me step for the first 6 h forecast of each 
experiment. The local differences between the CNTRL and experiment tendencies are 
calculated and projected on bV from the corresponding ti me step following 
5 (av) =[ov'SJ~J]ov , 
Of Pro) tJV tJV 
where o(oV/ot) =[o(àu/àt) o(àv/àt)J'. The norm of the projection is calculated 
and the results are averaged over the 4942 stat ions. Figure 4.6 shows the monthly 
mean influence of each component of the tendency on IINII for the GMOSNMC and 
GMOS EnKF experiments . The advection, Corio li s effect and horizontal diffusion terms 
are negligible compared to the other terms. Only the total tendency as wei l as 
pressure gradient, vertical diffusion and orographie blocking tendencies are presented 
in Figure 4 .6. 
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Figure 4.6: Cçmtribution of the main terms of Eq. (4.3) on evolution of the forecast difference 
between CNTRL and the experiments (a: GMOSNMc; b: GMOSEnKF). Results for 
advection , Coriolis effect, horizontal diffusion are omitted as their influence is 
small compared to the pressure gradient, the vertical diffusion and orographie 
blocking . 
W hen using the static background error covariances, F igure 4.6 (a) shows that the 
near-surface wind observat ions have limi ted infl uence on the pressure gradient force 
(square symbols). The NMC error covari ances between w ind and mass fie lds near the 
surface are small. In thi s case, the vertical diffus ion and orographie blocking damp 
the surface wind increments ( dash and dash-dotted li nes respective! y). It exp lains 
why the fo recast diffe rence between CNTRL and the GMOSNMC experiment 
decreases sharply over t ime. On the other hand, the EnKF error statistics provide 
more balanced corre lati ons between mass and near-surface w ind fi elds. From Figure 
4.6 (b), the vertical diffusion (dashed tine) and orographie blocking (dashed-dotted 
line) are balanced w ith the p ressure gradi ent fo rce (square symbol). The fl ow 
dependent background erro r stat istics of the EnKF modify both wind and mass fie ld s 
in a coherent way (through its multivariate corre lations) and most of the information 
extracted from the observati ons is propagated w ithin the forecast (so lid tine: 6(8V/8t) 
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6 
~ 0). F igure 4.6 shows that, unless counterbalanced by proper pressure gradient 
fo rces, the atmospheric boundary layer parameterization schemes (i.e., vertical 
diffusion and orographie blocking) cause the fo recast skill from the ass imilation of 
near-surface w ind observation to be quickly damped. The use of fl ow-dependent 
background error stati stics providing coherent multivariate correlations is thus crucial 
to produce susta inable ana lys is increments in the lower troposphere. 
4.3.2. Evaluation against upper-a ir observations 
Independent radi osonde profil es from 124 stations (see F ig. l ) are used to diagnose 
the forecast error of both w ind speed and mass fi elds at different levels. As 
mentioned earlier, the upper-air diagnostics are performed over Europe because thi s 
area possesses the highest SYNOP station density. F igures 4.7 and 4.8 present 
vertica l profil es of the observed minus fo recast depatture bias and standard dev iation 
(STD) for the February 2011 period. F igure 4 . 7 only presents the 24 h lead ti me 
biases because results from the 12 h, 36 h and 48 h lead times are s imilar. On the 
other hand, F igure 4.8 di splays the forecast departure STD at ali lead times to full y 
apprec iate the temporal evo lution of the information brought in by near-surface wind 
observations. Sin ce the foc us of this study is the lower troposphere, onl y results from 
the surface up to 500 hPa are presented. 
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Figure 4.7: 24 h forecast departure bias from hybrid runs as evaluated against radiosonde 
observations over Europe for wind speed (a) and geopotential height (b). 
From Figure 4.7, it is clear that in the Bilin experiment, there is a s ignificant 
degradation in w ind speed and geopotential height biases. On the other hand, GMOS 
slightly improves w ind speed biases white slightly degrading the geopotential he ight 
biases. The STD scores from F igure 4 .8 also show that the GMOS experiment 
generally performs better than Bi lin . White GMOS results for geopotential height are 
generally neutral, Bilin significantl y degrades those at ail vertical leve ls. GMOS 
slightly improves 48 h wind speed forecasts at most levels, white Bilin has a neutral 
effect on thi s variable. 
------------------------------------ - - - ---
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Figure 4.8: Forecast departure STD from hybrid runs as evaluated against radiosonde 
observations over Europe fo r wind speed (a) and geopotential height (b). ln 
each plot, results from 12 h, 24 h, 36 h and 48 h forecasts are shown from left 
to right respectively. 
The ma in di fference between the two operators res ides in the fact that GMOS slightly 
imp roves 48 h w ind speed STD whereas B ilin significantly degrades the geopotential 
height STD at a li lead t imes. In terms of bi as, Bil in causes large wi nd speed and 
geopotenti a l height degradation, whit e GMOS only all ows sorne slight degradation in 
the latte r. This degradation may be due to the fact that only near-surface w ind 
observations are ass imilated and there are no observations to prov ide di rect 
information regarding the surface pressure fie ld. A lso, the cross-correlation between 
near-surface wi nd and pressure fie lds in the background error covariance matrix may 
be suboptimal. An eva luation of these issues is presented in the next two sub-
sections. 
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4.3.3 . Impact of the background error covariance components 
In the experiments using hybrid error covanance statistics, it was fo und that the 
assimi lation of near-surface winds over land is detrimental to the surface pressure 
biases. To assess the multivariate impact of the background error covariances used, 
experiments were performed using the static error covariance matrix (NMC), the 
flow-dependent error statistics from the EnKF and the hybrid formu lation. Figure 4.9 
presents the upper-air forecast departure bias for these three experiments. Upper-air 
forecast departure STD are not shown as resu lts are neutra l. 
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Figure 4.9: 24 h forecast departure bias from GMOS runs as evaluated against radiosonde 
observation profiles over Europe for wind speed (a) and geopotential height (b). 
Figure 4.9 shows that the static background error covariances have a neutra( impact 
on the biases of bath wind speed and geopotential height. In contrast, the EnKF 
experiment has a significant multivariate impact on the bias scores: it has positive 
(negative) impact on the wind speed (geopotential height) bias . Again by 
construction, results for the hybrid case are intermediate. 
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The results show that the impact of near-surface wind observations depend on the 
quality of the background error statistics used. lt seems that homogeneous and 
isotropie background error statistics (NMC) lack multivariate correlations near the 
surface and are not suited for the assimilation of near-surface winds observations. 
The geopotential height increment for the EnKF experiment is induced by the 
estimated flow-dependent cross-covariance which creates the bias degradation 
observed. Kepert (2009) discusses this issue and suggest that imbalances could be 
attributed to localization or other weaknesses of the EnKF. 
4.3.4. Constraining mass field using surface pressure observations 
Only wind observations were assimilated in the previous experiments which are not 
representative of the operational context where both the mass and wind fields are 
constrained by different types of observations. The surface geopotential height bias 
degradation observed previously may be due to the fact that there are no observations 
to constrain the mass field in these experiments. To assess if the use of near-surface 
w inds in a more realistic context (where the mass fie ld is constrained w ith surface 
pressure observations) can limit the geopotential height bias, conventiona l surface 
pressure observations are assimi lated along with the near-surface winds. Figure 4.10 
presents upper-air forecast departure bias from these experiments using flow 
dependent background error covariances. 
Surface pressure observations have smal l positive impact on wind and mass forecast 
STD (not shown). However, the assimi lation of surface pressure observations atone 
has a neutral effect on biases . When combining surface pressure and near-surface 
wind observations, the geopotential height bias degradation observed in Sections 
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4.3.2 and 4.3.3 is avoided by constraining the mass field usmg surface pressure 
o bservations. The two experiments ass imilating w ind observations (experiments 
GMOSEnKF and PO + GMOSEnKF) s ignifi cantly reduce the wind speed bias at ali 
vertical levels. Overall, the PO and the PO + GMOS EnKF experiments lead to s imil ar 
results, except that the latter decreases the w ind speed bias. 
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Figure 4.10: 24 h forecast departure bias from GMOS runs as evaluated against radiosonde 
observations over Europe for wind speed (a) and geopotential height (b). The 
CNTRL experiment is represented by circles, while assimilation experiments 
using only surface pressure observations (POEnKF) , only near-surface wind 
observations (GMOSEnKF), or both surface pressure and near-surface wind 
observations (PO + GMOSEnKF) are shown by solid , dot and dash lines 
respectively. 
T he geopotentia l he ight bias degradat ion observed prev iously is signifi cantly reduced 
when observations are used to co nstrain the mass field in the analys is . White 
benefitting fro m the general positive impact (on forecast STD) of surface pressure 
observations, the use of complementary near-surface w ind observations improves 
wind bias. As surface pressure is an integrated variable, it contains information about 
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the atmosphere in its full depth while w ind observati ons near the surface are more 
representati ve of the boundary layer flow. Such local observati ons do not have the 
same improvement potential as surface pressure observations to reconstruct the full 
atmospheric state. Still, adding near-surface w inds to conventional surface pressure 
observations prov ide improvements in terms of w ind speed bias . Near-surface w ind 
observations could certa inl y be used in a co mbined approach to obtain more 
information on the atmospheri c state when onl y few data are available (e.g. the early 
twentieth century reanalys is ini tiati ve by Compo et al., 2006). 
4.4 . Experiments with the operationa l system 
To evaluate the full observati on impact from SYNOP w ind data, cyc ling OSEs were 
performed. Cycling the system a ll ows the info rmation to propagate w ithin the NWP 
system and contribute to subsequent analyses. Again, the two observation operators 
(Bilin and GMOS) were used to ass imilate the near-surface wind observations. The 
experiments with EC's operat ional g lobal determini stic prediction system (including 
4DEnVar) are listed in Table 4.2. 
In these experiments, a li observations ass imilated in the global determini st ic 
predict ion system are used, which include those from rad iosondes, aircraft, w ind 
profil ers, land stations, ships, buoys, scatterometers, atmospheric motion vectors, 
sate lli te based radi o occul tation, microwave and infrared satell ite sounders/ imagers. 
Wind observations from the 4942 SYNOP stations over land are also ass imilated in 
GMOSosE and B ilinosE experiments . A lthough Bédard et al. (20 15a) showed that the 
use of flow dependent error statistics is benefic iai fo r the ass imilation of near-surface 
wind data, the ass imilatio n system generall y benefits fro m using thi s hybrid 
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representation of the background error covari ances (B uehner, 2005). Therefore the 
operational 4DEnVar configurat ion employing hybrid covariances was selected. In 
total , 3 OSEs were perform ed. Each experiment is cycled over a five -week period 
(January 24th - February 28th 2011). The experiments are evaluated over the 
February 201 1 period on ly. A li three experiments were initialized using EC ' s 4D 
Incrementai Analysis Update scheme (4DIAU: Buehner et al. , 2015). The 48 h 
forecasts were initialized twice a day (at 0000 UTC and 1200 UTC) and are 
systematically verified against surface stations, radiosonde profiles and own analyses. 
Table 4.2: Configuration of the 3 cycling OSE performed. Each experiment is listed along 
with its own combination of near-surface wind observation operator, background 
and observation error statistics prescribed to the data assimilation system as 
weil as assimilated observations. lt is also specified if the experiments are 
cycled or not. 
Sfc. wind Sfc. wind 
Ex periment Cycling observation observation Background Ob s. 
na me opera tor errors errors assimilated 
(over land) (over land) 
CNTRLosE Y es NIA NIA Hybrid A li 
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BilinosE Y es Bi lin Homogeneous Hybrid A li + SYNOP 
winds 
GMOSosE Y es GMOS Site dependent Hybrid A li + SYNOP 
winds 
4.4.1. Evaluation against near-surface wind observations 
Near-surface wind observations from the same 4942 SYNOP stations as those used 
for assimilation purposes were used to diagnose the observation impact on local 
short-term wind forecasts. Figure 4.11 presents the wind speed forecast STD as a 
function of forecast lead ti me for the February 2011 period (post-processed using 
GMOS). It shows clearly that the assimilation of near-surface wind observations is 
beneficiai for very short-term local wind predictions. However, this impact decreases 
in time and is only significant up to 6 h because the vertical diffusion and orographie 
blocking schemes damp the surface wind increments during the first hours of the 
mode! integration. StiJl , the GMOSosE (BilinosE) experiment improves the fit ofnear-
surface wind analyses to the observations by 0.16 ms-' (0.10 ms-') over the 
CNTRLosE experiment. These results show that using GMOS in the assimilation 
increases the consistency between observations, analyses and forecasts. 
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Figure 4.11 : Wind speed departure STD as a function of forecast lead ti me for different 
experiments (CNTRLosE, BilinosE and GMOSosE). Note that the GMOS operator 
is also used for post-processing in ali experiments . 
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As expected, considering that the background states and ana lyses carry info rmat ion 
from a li ass imilated observations, such improvements are small compared to the 
improvement obtained when using GMOS as a post-process ing module in F igure 4.4 
(see also Bédard et al., 201 3). In the OSE context, the fact that near-surface wind 
observations can further improve low-leve l w ind analyses and very short-term 
forecasts ( in the presence of ali operationall y ass imilated observations) is 
encouragmg. 
4.4.2. Upper-a ir evaluation 
The fo recast of both w ind and mass fi elds is ev al uated at diffe rent levels over Europe 
and adj acent countries. The 124 radi osonde stations presented in F igure 4 .3 are used 
to compute the upper a ir scores against observati ons. A nalyses generated using the 
same weather prediction system as each of the fo recast experiment (so-called own 
analyses) are also used to assess the fo recast. The score against own analyses are 
computed at a 1.5° horizontal reso lution as recommended by the WMO standard . 
Unlike the forecast verifications against observations, those against the ir own 
analyses cannot be used to diagnose how good short range fo recasts are because the 
forecast errors have a strong imprint of the ana lys is erro r. Nevertheless, by evaluating 
the forecasts using analyses fro m the same NWP system, it is poss ible to assess how 
consistent they are w ith each other. Fo llowing this, cases where the ana lys is 
increment is propagated in time shall provide forecasts that are more coherent with 
analyses (as the information pers ist in the system) than cases where the increments 
are diffused by the ABL parameterizati ons. Higher consistency in itse lf is des irable 
(info rmation is propagated rathe r than diffused), but does not indicate that the 
fo recasts are more accurate. 
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The scores aga inst upper-air observations from both experiments (GMOSosE and 
BilinosE) indicate that near-surface w ind observations have a neutra! impact on short-
term tropospheric fo recasts (not shown). Again, the fo recast evaluat ion aga inst own 
analyses shows mostly neutra! resul ts (not shown): the GMOSosE (BilinosE) fo recasts 
and analyses are slightl y more (less) consistent than those fro m the CNTRLosE 
experiment, but the diffe rences are not statistically s ignificant. 
The weather over the area of interest (Figure 4.3) in February 20 Il is exam ined to 
detail the verification scores . A careful inspection of the meteorological condi tions 
indicates th at three low pressure systems moved across the area during the first two 
weeks of February. More spec ifica lly, the depress ions deve loped over the Norwegian 
Sea and moved over Scandinav ia and the Balt ic Sea before hi tting Russ ia. Then a 
large anticyclone fo rmed over Russ ia and northern Europe and remained quas i-
stati onary during the second half ofFebruary. 
As opposed to the ver ificat ion scores aga inst radi osondes, the verification scores 
aga inst analyses described prev ious ly were calculated for the whole area of in terest 
w ithout putting emphas is on more densely observed regions. lt a lso covers regions 
which are not weil sampled by radiosonde observati ons. The spati al and temporal 
di stributi ons of the verification scores against analyses are thus studied to assess the 
di ffe rence between GMOSosE and BilinosE experiments. The geographical 
di stribution of the score di ffe rences is shown in F igure 4.1 2. Results fo r 12 h 
fo recasts of 10 rn w ind speed are presented fo r the February 2011 period. 
It shows that GMOSosE and BilinosE scores are similar over Western Europe (light 
gray shading) because thi s region is densely observed by radi osonde stat ions (see 
F igure 4.3) and it is characterized by low synoptic activity during the evaluation 
period. This is consistent with the neutra! upper-air evaluation as the latter is biased 
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towards the most densely observed reg1on (e.g. Western Europe). Thi s fi gure also 
indicates that GMOSosE (BilinosE) fo recasts are more (less) coherent w ith the 
analyses fo r the area impacted by synoptic activ ity during the eva luat ion period (dark 
gray shading). As opposed to the evaluation against own analyses, the verificat ion 
against radiosonde observations does not di splay GMOSosE improvements as 
northern and eastern Europe countri es operate few radi osonde stations (see F igure 
4.3) . lt suggests that the pos itive impact from near-surface w ind observati ons is onl y 
signifi cant over less dense ly observed areas . On the other band, these co untries 
possess many SYNOP stations which prov ide useful info rmation to the data 
ass imilation system. 
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Figure 4.12: Mean 12 h forecast departure STD (against own analyses) differences (BilinosE 
minus GMOSosE) over Europe. Results for 10 m wind speed ([ms-1]) are 
averaged over the February 2011 period. Positive (negative) values are 
represented by dark (light) colors. A positive value (dark gray) indicates that the 
GMOSosE experiment is better than BilinosE, while light gray color indicate 
neutral results. · 
A Hovmoller diagram is presented in F igure 4.1 3 to assess the fo recasts coherence 
with the ana lyses as a functi on of longitude and time (averaged over latitudes 30°N to 
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70°N). lt presents the differences between the BilinosE and GMOSosE 12 h forecast 
departure STD (against own analyses). The Hovmoller diagram (Figure 4.13) shows 
that results are generally neutra! except during the first two weeks of February 
between longitudes 20°E and 40°E where three dark bands oriented from upper-left 
to lower-right depict positive impacts moving from west to east. The SYNOP wind 
observations impact coïncides with the depressions described previously. Overall , by 
assimilating near-surface wind data associated with synoptic weather elements, 
GMOSosE produces forecasts that verify better against own ana lyses. Providing that 
the analysis increments are small , the changes brought to the assimilation system by 
GMOS are propagated by the NWP mode! and allows near-surface wind observations 
over land to have an impact on forecasts downstream. 
Bi lin operator provides a poor comparison of the mode! state with the observations 
and generates strong perturbations in the analyses . As these perturbations are not in 
agreement with the mode! state, the increments are diffused and the consistency 
between forecasts and analyses is slightly reduced. In contrast, the GMOSosE 
increments are in better agreement with the mode! state. The resulting forecasts are in 
better agreement with analyses produced using SYNOP wind observations (along 
with ali observations operationally assimilated) and the information propagates in 
time. lt suggests that GMOS has the capacity to integrate persisting information from 
near-surface wind observations in the NWP system and thus , it provides forecasts that 
are more coherent with analyses than both CNTRL and BilinosE experiments. 
Although these results are encouraging, the improvements are slights as the 
operationa l system already assimilate a large number of observations (14 million per 
day). 
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Figure 4.13: Hovmëller diagram presenting the differences between BilinosE and GMOSosE 
12 h forecast departure STD (against own analyses) . Results for 10 m wind 
speed ([ms·1]) are presented through February 2011 for different longitude 
bands over Europe. Positive (negative) values are represented by dark (light) 
colors. A positive value (dark gray) indicates that the GMOSosE experiment is 
better than BilinosE, wh ile light gray color indicate neutra! results . 
4.5. Summary and conc lusions 
The objective of this study is to understand the multivari ate observation impact on 
analyses and forecasts and assess the spat io-temporal propagation of the informat ion 
in the NWP system. The influence of different components of the ass imilation and 
prediction systems has been examined to identi fy and understand the mechanisms of 
the ass imil at ion system that need to be improved. This study also aimed at improv ing 
short-te rm tropospheric forecasts and wind nowcasting capabiliti es by ass imilating 
near-swface wi nd observat ions over land usi ng an improved observation operator 
(GMOS) in EC ' s 4DEnVar. 
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Results show that usmg GMOS in the assimilation can increase the cons istency 
between observations, analyses and forecasts . The forecast verification aga inst near-
surface wind observations show that very short-term wind predictions are 
sign ifi cantly improved when using GMOS. As a consequence, this shows that near-
surface wind data provide more useful information for very short-term wind forecasts 
in the lower troposphere. 
Results also reveal that the homogeneous and isotropie error statistics produces 
unbalanced increments wh ich are quickly damped by the vertical diffusion and 
orographie blocking schemes. By generating pressure gradient forces that balance the 
diffusion from the ABL parameterization schemes, flow-dependent error statistics 
allow the observation information to propagate further within the forecast. When 
using the hybrid formulation, the loca l observation impact decreases over time and is 
only significant for 6 h lead ti me. The spatiotemporal propagation of the information 
is strongly limited by the quality of the background error covariances. The use of 
flow dependent background error statistics providing coherent multivariate 
corre lations is thus ·critical to produce sustainable ir)1pacts on the atmosphere by 
means of correlations between wind and mass fields. 
Results from experiments assimilating only near-surface winds show that GMOS 
improves wind speed bias and STD, wh il e Bilin degrades wind speed bias and 
geopotentia l height STD for ali lead times. Both experiments degrade geopotentia l 
height bias. The use of near-surface winds in a more realistic context where the mass 
field is constrained with surface pressure observations limits this detrimental effect. 
Using near-surface winds along with conventional observations ( e.g. surface 
pressure) provide additional improvements in terms ofwind speed bias. 
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Finally, ful l cycling OSEs assimilating g lobal wind data from SYNOP stations, a long 
with ali operationally assimilated observations, were produced to assess the impact of 
near-surface wind observations . The evaluation against upper-air observations 
suggests that such observations have a neutra( impact on short-term tropospheric 
forecasts. On the other hand, the eva luation against their own analyses shows that the 
forecasts and ana lyses issued from the GMOS (Bilin) experiment can be more (less) 
consistent than those from the control experiment for 12 h forecast lead times . When 
presenting the results in a Hèivmuller diagram as a function of space and time, the 
scores show that the small positive impacts are associated with the synoptic activity 
that occurred during the evaluation period. A detailed analysis of a particular case 
indicates that assimilating near-surface w ind observations with the GMOS (Bi lin) 
operator slightly improves (degrades) the forecasts for three low pressure systems 
propagating from the North Atlantic towards Eastern Europe in February 2011. 
Results indicate that the GMOS experiment allows for a better use of near-surface 
wind observations: it provides forecasts that are more coherent with analyses and the 
analysis increments are propagated throughout those major synoptic weather 
elements . As the impacted reg10n possesses few radiosonde stations, this 
improvement is not captured in the eva luation against upper-air observations. It 
suggests that the impact of near-surface wind observations may be more significant 
over less densely observed areas (e.g. areas with few radiosonde stations). 
Considering the decoupling of the flow at the top of the atmospheric boundary layer 
(ABL), near-surface wind observations have a limited influence in the vertica l 
(Bédard et al., 2015a). A Iso, a large quantity of observations is already assimilated in 
the system (14 million observations per day). These may be a factor limiting the 
observation impact on the 3D ful l NWP mode l, and improvements on shott-term 
tropospheric forecasts are modest ( especia ll y over already weil observed areas ). 
However, because of the ir relatively low cost and the ir use for monitoring, safety and 
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climatological needs, near-surface wind observations are abundant (~30 000 stations 
over the globe). By sampling low level flow, they can provide useful information for 
local very short-term wind forecasts. 
The assimilation of near-surface wind observations represents a real challenge. 
Consistent with previous work, results show that the representativeness and 
systematic errors associated with the observation operator are important limitations in 
this field. The value of such observations for nowcasting applications and for short-
term tropospheric forecasts depends on a proper treatment of these en·ors. The geo-
statistical observation operator corrects for biases and partly for representativeness 
error by giving more weight to the forecast point that best reproduces the natural on-
site measurements. Tt makes a better use of near-surface wind observations and 
produces analyses that are more coherent with both the observations and forecasts. It 
also allows for modest forecast improvements. Although representativeness error 
decreases with NWP model increased resolution, results from Bédard et al. (2013) 
indicate that GMOS still provides significant forecast improvements for a model with 
2.5 km grid spacing. GMOS is likely to be useful in the future as representativeness 
error is expected to remain significant until the local surface characteristics are 
adequately represented in NWP models. 
Yet, EC ' s hybrid 4DEnVar is limited by the background error covariances it uses. lt 
is mostly influenced by static error statistics because their variances are larger than 
the flow-dependent on es from the EnKF. With the objective of making a better use of 
near-surface wind observations over land and improving their impact on short-term 
tropospheric forecasts , future work must focus on the improvement of background 
error statistics. With the improvement of flow dependent background error 
covariances and the reduction of the static error component in the 4DEnVar, the 
impact of near-surface wind observations may propagate further in ti me and space. 
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CONCLUSION 
Thi s study a imed at improving short-term tropospheric fo recasts and wind 
nowcasting capabilit ies by making a better use of near-surface wind observations 
over land w ithin a numerical weather prediction system. More prec ise ly, the objective 
of the study was to develop an improved observation operator fo r the ass imilati on of 
near-surface w ind observations over land, to understand the multivariate observation 
impact on ana lyses and fo recasts and assess the spatio-temporal propagation of the 
info rmation in the system. The influence of diffe rent co mponents of the ass imilation 
and prediction systems has been examined to identi fy and understand the mechanisms 
of the ass imilation system that need to be improved. 
5.1. Orig ina l contributions 
The ass imilation of near-surface w ind observations over land presents a rea l 
challenge. Prev ious studies have shawn that the representati veness and systemati c 
errors associated w ith the observati on operator are important limitations. This study 
addresses an important deficiency with the observation operator and a new approach 
has been introduced to address misrepresentation issues . The improved operator is 
based on a geo-statistica l interpo lation scheme (GMOS), including bi as and 
representativeness error corrections. The p roposed approach p roduces analyses which 
lead to fo recasts consistent w ith surface observati ons as they rely on M OS methods. 
Near-surface w ind observations over land w ith hi gh representativeness error were 
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prev iously exc luded from most operat ional NWP systems and GMOS now makes it 
poss ible to use them without di scarding sites on complex terrain or coastal s ites. 
In Chapter 3, the changes brought to the ass imilation were assessed in a contro ll ed 
environment by evaluating the quali ty of the resulting analyses (based onl y on near-
surface w ind data) using non-ass imilated radiosonde observations. Historically, thi s 
type of eva luation is performed us ing ass imilated observati ons. In thi s case, the use of 
non-ass imilated observations allows fo r a more ri gorous evaluati on. Whil e 
conventiona l approaches used to estimate observation errors assum es the errors are 
uncorrelated ( e.g. , Holl ingsworth and Lonnberg, 1986; Desroziers et al., 2005), the 
proposed method uses the non-ass imilated co ll ocated observati ons to estimate 
experimenta ll y the observation error correlations associated with diffe rent 
observati on operators. Thi s revealed that, through representativeness error, there are 
error corre lations between di ffe rent types of co llocated observati ons. lt was shown 
that GMOS reduces significantl y thi s error correlation on top of correcting fo r the 
systematic and representativeness en·ors. 
The evaluation of the temporal evo lution of the analys is increment is presented in 
Chapter 4 . Fo llowing Rodwell and Palmer (2007), the phys ica l tendencies were used 
to understand why near-surface w ind observations had little or no impact on forecast 
beyond 6 h. By quantify ing the systematic initia l tendencies for the first forecast ti me 
steps, it was shown that balance is needed between vertical diffusion, orographie 
blocking and the pressure gradi ent fo r the increment to have more impact on 
fo recasts. F ina lly, resul ts from experiments were presented to assess the impact of 
diffe rent background error covari ance matrices on the analyses and subsequent 
fo recasts. 
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5.2. Summary of the results 
5.2.1. Observation operator 
The results from this study show that, while being consistent with forecasts MOS 
post-processing, GMOS can correct for representativeness errors associated with 
surface roughness and coastal effects. As a result, GMOS provides a significant 
reduction of the innovation bias and STD. Also, by using the most representative 
forecast points, GMOS brings the forecast variability closer to the natural on-site 
variability (rather than smoothing the forecast) and the background state is generally 
more consistent with observations when using the GMOS operator rather than Bilin . 
By removing spurious signais from systematic and representativeness errors, GMOS 
diminishes the observation error variances and prevents biases in the analyses. The 
fact that GMOS accounts for biases, while producing relatively smaller increments 
than Bilin, indicates that GMOS is less prone to generate strong perturbations in the 
resulting analysis and allows an observation not displaying the same dynamical 
behaviours as the model (e.g. , due to different topographie characteristics) to be more 
effectively assimilated. Overall , the analysis skill in the lower troposphere is 
increased when assimilating SYNOP wind observations . 
5 .2.2. Background error statistics 
Although it appears that the decoupling of the flow at the top of the ABL limits the 
vertical extent of the analysis increment, the spatiotemporal propagation of the 
information is also strongly limited by the background error covariances . The results 
from simplified OSEs presented in Chapter 4 show that the static error statistics, 
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based on homogeneous and isotropie error correlations, produce unbalanced 
increments which are quickly damped by the vertical diffusion and orographie 
blocking schemes. On the other hand, the flow-dependent error statistics lead to a 
better consistency between mass and wind increments through improvements in the 
multivariate correlations which can vary spatia lly and temporally. By generating 
pressure gradient forces that balance the surface drag from the ABL parameterization 
schemes, the flow-dependent error statistics a llow the influence of observations to 
propagate further within the forecast. Also, the flow-dependent background error 
covariances from the EnKF also al low for a better vertical propagation of the 
information in the vert ica l as it varies depending on the atmospheric stability. 
5.2.3. Multivariate impact 
Results from experiments ass imilating on ly near-surface winds show that GMOS 
decreases the wind speed bias and error variance wh ile Bi lin degrades the wind speed 
bias and geopotential height error variance for ali lead times. Both experiments also 
degrade geopotential height bias when using the flow dependent error statistics, but 
the use of near-surface winds in a more realistic context where the mass field is 
constrained with surface pressure observations reduces this detrimental effect. While 
wind observations have a smaller impact on forecasts than surface pressure 
observations, results show that mass and wind observations provide complementary 
information that is beneficiai to the NWP system. Using near-surface winds along 
with conventional observations (e.g. , surface pressure) provides significant additiona l 
improvements in terms of wind speed bias. 
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5.2.4. Observation impact 
Fully cycled OSEs assimilating global wind data from SYNOP stations, along with 
ali operationally assimilated observations, were produced to assess the impact of 
near-surface wind observations over land. The evaluation against upper-air 
observations suggests that such observations have a neutra( impact on short-term 
tropospheric forecasts , but the evaluation against their own analyses shows that the 
GMOS experiment provides forecasts that are more coherent with analyses than those 
from the control and Bilin experiments for lead times up to 48 h. Results indicate that 
the positive impacts are associated with the major synoptic activity that occurred 
during the evaluation period. The improvements were not captured in the evaluation 
against upper-air observations as the impacted region possesses few radiosonde 
stations. It also suggests that the impact of near-surface wind observations is more 
significant over less densely observed areas (e.g. areas with few radiosonde stations). 
5.3. Limitations 
Being a statistical operator, GMOS is sensitive to the amount of training data used . It 
was empirically determined that the algorithm requires at least N months of data to 
provide robust statistical coefficients to an operator using N xN grid-points. Because 
the operator needs a moderate amount of data from the surrounding g~· id-points (not 
just interpolated values) , the training needs to be repeated in conjunction with major 
madel changes (e.g. , increased horizontal resolution). Also, the assimilation of date 
from new observing stations would be delayed in an operational system in arder to 
gather the proper amount of training data. Autoregressive methods can be 
implemented to cape with such issues by training the coefficients online rather than 
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offline. The fact that the selected GMOS architecture (2 x2 grid-points) only need 2 
months of data makes it compatible with such schemes. Excluding observations may 
be a good alternative in the shott-term (e.g. , Benjamin et al., 2010; lngleby, 2014), 
but in the long-term, making a better use of the observations already available will 
certainly be beneficiai. 
Although GMOS makes better use of near-surface wind observations by correcting 
for biases and representativeness errors, it was shown that using it to assimilate near-
surface wind observations in the operational system only allows for modest forecast 
improvements . The observation impact is limited by the background error 
covariances used. Because the static error variances are larger than the flow-
dependent ones from the EnKF, EC ' s hybrid 4DEnYar is mostly influenced by the 
static error statistics and thus, the boundary layer parameterization scheme diffuses 
the increments from near-surface wind observations and the local observation impact 
rapidly decreases over time. It was shown that the use of background error statistics 
which vary spatially and temporally while providing consistent multivariate 
correlations is critical to produce sustainable impacts on the atmosphere. This is one 
of the factors to consider in order to make a better use of near-surface wind 
observations and improving their impact on short-term tropospheric forecasts and 
flow-dependent background error statistics should be improved to reduce the reliance 
on static error covariances in the future. 
5 .4. Out look 
As wind energy is increasingly being adopted and used worldwide, the need for 
improved wind power forecasts based on NWP rises. In an effort to improve forecasts 
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in the lower troposphere for lead times ranging from 0 h to 48 h, it was shown here 
that local wind predictions can be significantly improved in the short-term (0 h to 6 h) 
by assimi lating near-surface winds using GMOS. On the other hand, improvements 
on operational tropospheric forecasts up to 48 h are modestly positive on average 
because near-surface w ind data have a relatively local influence. Results suggest that 
the use of near-surface wind observations is mainly beneficiai for forecasts associated 
with low pressure systems. These synoptic weather elements are genera lly assoc iated 
with high impact weather (e.g. , fronts) and such improvements (along with improved 
nowcasting capabi liti es) are likely to benefit w ind turbine operators and electrical 
system operators for decision making. 
ln this study, SYNOP observations were selected because they are abundant a il over 
the globe. Tall anemometer towers (- 80 m) from wind power plants are growing in 
number and cou ld readily be avai lab le for data ass imilation purposes. As opposed to 
10 m observations from METAR or SYNOP stations, measurements from tall 
anemometer towers are located high above ground leve!. A lthough representativeness 
en·ors associated with local geographical characteristics are expected to remain 
significant at 80 m, the observations are more likely to be representative of the flow 
above the atmospheric boundary layer (especia lly for stable atmospheric cond itions). 
Thus, it is possible that such observations co uld have more impact in the vertical. 
Also, as the effect from the vertica l diffusion scheme decreases with height, it is 
expected that the informat ion from such observations wi ll propagate further in time. 
Although ta ll anemometer towers are yet few in number (their actual globa l impact is 
probably not significant), they cou ld eventuall y provide useful nèar-surface wind 
observations to improve local nowcasting and short-tem1 forecast capabil ities 
associated with low pressure systems. Thus, it appears worthwhile to eval uate their 
impact on analyses and forecasts in the future. It would allow a quantitative 
evaluation of the benefits from assimilating tall anemometer wind observations (in 
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terms of the va lue added to existing observations) and how this trans lates on power 
forecasts fo r wind turbines located downstream of the observat ion and on fo recasts 
related to hi gh impact weather. 
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